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Maine Festival for
Peace and Justice
Set For Tomorrow
by Caitrin Lynch
Staff Reporter

Most people have an inner de¬
sire to see fairness in other peo¬
ple’s lives, and it is this fairness
that will be emphasized at the
Maine Festival for Peace and Jus¬
tice on Saturday, according to fes¬
tival co-coordinator Chaplain Rob
Stuart.
“Everybody’s for peace and
justice, so we are going to work
from there,” said Stuart.
Starting at 1:00 p.m., the fes¬
tival, which will be held on the li¬
brary field, will feature speakers
and musicians who are prominent
in the area of human rights.
Stuart says he expects people
numbering in the thousands to
come hear these speakers and mu¬
sicians who are stressing the pos¬
itive, rather than the negative side
of the human rights issue.
“We want to show that it is pos¬
sible to imagine a world actually
working for everyone,” Stuart
said. “The speakers all are mak¬
ing a difference today through
their commitment towards human
rights and liberation from first
hand experience.”
The musicians who will appear
throughout the day are all libera¬
tion movement singers, according
to co-coordinator James Reese,
assistant dean of the college.

Otis Birdsong of the New Jersey
Nets will kick off the day with a
speech. Stuart says this prominent
sports figure has lately begun to
emerge into the human rights
scene.
The next speaker, Tim Mc¬
Donald, of Operation Breadbas¬
ket and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, stood by
Martin Luther King Junior in the
civil rights movement. He empha¬
sizes that there is an absolute con¬
nection between racism, milita¬
rism, poverty, and bad geo-polit¬
ical thinking, according to Stuart.
The first of the music series will
follow McDonald. Harmony In
Progress (HIP, for short) is a trio
of Bates students. Jenny Levison,
Cyndi Levine, and Mike Boyle will
play acoustic folk-type original
songs which, according to Levine,
all have political and personal im¬
portance to them.
Maureen Fiedler, co-director of
the Quixote Center, a world peace
and medical aid group, will speak
next. According to Stuart, Fiedler
was one of 22 Catholic women to
sign a letter to the Pope advocat¬
ing free choice for women and
birth control.
Musician Toshi Reagon, daugh¬
ter of Bernice Reagon Johnson, a
60’s freedom singer who led sit-ins
and marches, will play solo acous¬
tic guitar. Then Sturdie Downs, a
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Physics, history, and philoso¬
phy generally do not come to mind

when one thinks of karate or
kung-fu. However, they are an in¬
tegral part of the martial arts ac¬
cording to John Jenkins, five time
International Karate/Jiu-Jitse
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WRBC
Starts Off
On The
Right Foot
by Howard Fine
Senior Reporter
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A blue heron paid an unexpected visit to Lake Andrews this week.
Ron Schneider photo.

Mesquito Indian from Nicaragua,
who was the first Nicaraguan ever
elected Episcopal Bishop, will
speak. Downs’ opinions contrast
President Reagan’s view that the
contra rebels in Nicaragua are
freedom fighters, Stuart says.
He will be followed by Bright
Morning Star, a six-person mostly
acoustic folk group which brings
(continued on page 11)

Karate Champion to Teach
by Stephen J. Provasnik
Student Correspondent
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Champion, who will be teaching
two courses, “Tai-Chi-Chuan”
and “Choices for Women,” at
Bates this semester.
John Jenkins, who will conduct
these exercise and self-protection
courses, graduated from Bates in
1974. He also teaches self-protection at Bowdoin, trains students
and instructors at the Maine
Criminal Justice Academy, and
serves as a health-fitness consult¬
ant at the Central Maine Medical
Center. He worked at Bates as
housing director in 1982 and con¬
ducted two short term units in
karate.
Recently, Jenkins returned from
a two month research project in
Japan, Okinawa, the People’s Re¬
public of China, and Hong Kong.
In these exotic places he studied
oriental culture through the phys¬
ical arts. His premise is that their
culture, language, and philosophy
are traceable to the martial arts
because as “everything else, (they
are) rooted in physical activities.”
Reflecting this, he describes his
Tai-Chi course as more than just
physical but also a “cultural ex¬
perience.”
Tai-Chi he explained is “the
oldest form of exercise and self(continued on page 11)

RA Tackles
Busy
Agenda
by Emanuel Merisotis
Student Correspondent
Lack of both basketball facil¬
ities and campus-wide color tele¬
visions were the main issues re¬
solved at last Monday’s, Repre¬
sentative Assembly (RA) meeting.
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan addressed the Assembly
and opened the floor to questions.
Dean Carignan announced the
college will put movable hoops on
court four in Merrill Gym and will
issue color TV’s to every dorm on
campus September 30.
The rest of the meeting con¬
sisted mainly of the ratification of
new representatives and commit¬
tees. Kristina Pray, a sophomore,
was ratified as the new Parliamen¬
tarian for the RA. The first com¬
mittee was also ratified Monday

After a hectic two weeks at the
beginning of the semester, WRBC,
Radio Bates College, returned to
the air waves on Monday, Septem¬
ber 15. There have been several
changes this semester in program¬
ming, station equipment and the
station’s music department. Ac¬
cording to Robert Myers ’88, the
station’s general manager, these
changes should enhance broadcast
quality.
This past week, the
final weekly program schedule was
distributed to all the station disc
jockeys. A total of 150 Bates stu¬
dents received 75 shows this se¬
mester, out of about 170 applica¬
tions, Programming Director
Mary Capaldi ’88, said.
The release of the final schedule
was delayed because “problems
arose when people, on their ap¬
plications, marked off times when
they were free. Later, they told me
that they weren’t free at the times
for which they were scheduled,”
said Capaldi.
“The way the scheduling proc¬
ess worked,” she continued, “was
that we first considered seniority,
by class. Then we looked at how
many points the applicant had ac¬
cumulated through previous
shows and other types of stationrelated volunteer work. If it was
difficult to choose between two
candidates from these two crite¬
ria, then we looked at the type of
show the applicant signed up to
do. Specialty shows received
priority. Finally, we considered the
times people said they were avail¬
able for shows.”
Capaldi added that she, along
with the four people helping her,
tried to end up with “as broad a
spectrum of programs as possi¬
ble.” The block programming be¬
gun last year has been continued,
including weekday blocks of ol¬
dies, new music, and jazz lunch,
from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm.

(continued on page 4)

(continued on page 4)

This Week

—Special Report Investigates JYA Options
—Columnist Eric Shlapak Defends Bates
Football
-Saturday’s Indian Sarod Concert
-Caroline Baumann Highlights Boston’s
Latest Art Exhibits
-Several Bates Teams Enjoying Undefeated
Status
j—Martial Arts Expert John Jenkins
j Instructing at Bates
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Chernobyl Disaster Probed in New Study
The nuclear disaster at Cher¬
nobyl emitted as much long-term
radiation into the world’s air, top¬
soil and water as all the nuclear
tests and bombs ever exploded,
according to a new study of the
April 26 Soviet accident.
The study, by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in
California, says the Soviet reactor
may even have emitted 50 percent
more radioactive cesium, the pri¬
mary long-term component in

fallout, than have the total of all
atmospheric tests and bombs. Ce¬
sium does not decay into harmless
substances for more than 100
years and has been associated with
health effects such as cancer and
genetic disease.
Nuclear bombs emit much more
radiation that can cause severe
immediate problems, but it lasts
only days or weeks. Nuclear
plants, by contrast, have more
substances that can persist much

longer in the environment, posing
a continuing, although smaller,
threat to life.
The likelihood of cancer asso¬
ciated with fallout is considered to
be tiny compared with that of
other sources. But scientists say
they are concerned that a single
reactor accident could exceed the
deposit of long-lasting radiation
from dozens of atmospheric tests,
which have been banned largely
because of fallout worries. “It is
another way of telling us that this
was a very serious accident,” said
Dr. Lynn R. Anspaugh, a biophy¬
sicist who participated in the Liv¬
ermore study for the Department
of Energy.
The study is one of several new
act amount it costs to print 1000 Western examinations of the So¬
copies of the magazine for the viet disaster since Soviet scientists
formally presented their findings
blind.
Hogan, in a 12-page opinion, a month ago at an international
The re¬
said Tuesday that Boorstin “used symposium in Vienna.
cent
studies,
obtained
by
the
New
a backdoor approach to a for¬
malistic game that congressmen York Times, as well as reports at
were playing to eliminate future technical symposiums contain new
details and analyses of the acci¬
editions of Playboy.”
“This dispute is not about the dent based on the Russian report
value or merit of Playboy but and on private conversations
about a viewpoint-based denial of among Western experts and be¬
a subsidy, a denial which in a less tween Western and Russian sci¬
emotionally charged context Con¬ entists.
gress and the taxpayer may find
less palatable,” Hogan wrote.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The
“Censorship, whether by Con¬
gress or by the Librarian of Con¬ United States ranked 27th out of
gress, is equally abhorrent to a so¬ 124 nations in social progress due
ciety built on the tenets of free¬ to racial inequalities and military
dom of speech and expression,” spending, a University of Penn¬
sylvania professor said Monday.
he said.
In a study released at the 1986
Global Development Conference
Hammock blasted the govern¬ in College Park, Md., last Friday,
ment, saying in the press release, Dr. Richard Estes ranked Den¬
“Here is a clear, nonpolitical case mark as the top performer and
for humanitarian assistance, and Angola the worst for 1980 through
yet our government is playing pol¬ 1983.
All of the top 10 countries were
itics with the poor.”
“It has to make you wonder in Western Europe, while most of
what the Reagan Administration the lowest scorers were in Africa.
Estes, a professor at the Uni¬
is thinking of when it approves in
four days a humanitarian license versity of Pennsylvania School of
for one group to send a Vietnam- Social Work, said the study con¬
era helicopter to the contras, but sidered factors such as public
prohibits us from sending agricul¬ health and welfare programs, lit¬
tural and emergency housing sup¬ eracy, education, political stabil¬
plies to poor people,” the press ity and economic activity.
The United States lacks a conrelease said.

World News

Return of Braille Playboy Ordered
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
stinging denunciation of censor¬
ship,a federal court judge ordered
the Librarian of Congress to once
again produce a Braille edition of
Playboy magazine.
U.S. District Judge Thomas F.
Hogan ordered the library to be¬
gin in January to publish 12
monthly editions of a Braille
Playboy, which comes in four vol¬
umes and contains no pictures or
advertisements.
He also ordered the library to
produce recorded or “talking
book” editions of the 1986 issues,
beginning with last January.
Librarian Daniel Boorstin
ceased production of the Braille
editions of Playboy last Decem¬
ber, after Congress withheld
$103,000 in library funds, the ex:

The executive director of Ox¬
fam America has denounced the
Reagan administration for “play¬
ing politics with the poor,” ac¬
cording to an Oxfam press re¬
lease.
John Hammock, in a press re¬
lease dated Sept. 4, attacked the
administration’s decision to deny
Oxfam a license to ship supplies to
Nicaraguan civilians. The supplies
were described as being “urgently
needed humanitarian aid.”

Survey; Kids Have Tougher Problems
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three creased in recent years.
The survey, commissioned by
out of four American adults think
the problems facing today’s chil¬ the Westinghouse Broadcasting
dren are more severe than when Co.’s Group W, found that less
they were growing up, and even than half of the public believes
more are willing to pay higher that most American children are
taxes for better schools, drug basically happy (48 percent), or
treatment, and other services for get a good education (40 percent),
kids, according to a Louis Harris or live in a safe neighborhood (36
percent).
survey.
The comprehensive poll dem¬ -Only 43 percent felt schools are
onstrates that “the United States doing a good job meeting their re¬
in the 1980s may be the first so¬ sponsibilities to children.
ciety in history in which children -Forty percent said hunger is on
are distinctly worse off than the rise among children.
adults,” said Sen. Daniel Patrick -Only 28 percent felt the federal
Moynihan, D-N.Y., who joined government was doing a good job
Harris at a news conference Tues¬ regarding children, while just 34
percent gave local governments a
day.
At the same time, Moynihan good rating.
added, it “gives us hope that the -Barely half, 53 percent, believe
grown-ups are finally recognizing that most children have loving
parents.
the problem.”
-Teen-agers are perceived as par¬
The survey, based on half-hourlong telephone interviews with ticularly at risk, with half of the
1,254 adults, showed the vast ma¬ public believing that most teen¬
jority believes a wide range of agers have sex at least occasion¬
other problems facing kids, in¬ ally, 43 percent believing that most
cluding hunger, kidnapping, sex¬ teen-agers use alcohol, and 31
ual assault, parental abuse, sui¬ percent believing that most use
cide and prostitution, have in¬ drugs regularly. And only 41 per¬

And the report says that even
“entombing” the ruined reactor
in concrete may not resolve the
health questions because the con¬
crete enclosure may have a design
life of only 50 years, far less than
the life of the radioactive material
inside.
More than 8 tons of highly ra¬
dioactive material was emitted
from the accident, and some of it
was deposited hundreds of miles
away., according to the report.
The report said the initial steam
explosion from the plant blew off
its 1,000 ton steel cover plate and
ripped off the tops of all 1,661
channels attached to the cover
plate and containing nuclear fuel.

Those channels became like
“1,600 howitzers pointed at the
sky,” Dr. Herbert J. C. Kouts,
head of the Department of Nu¬
clear Energy at Brookhaven Na¬
tional Laboratory, said at an
American Nuclear society sym¬
posium at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.,
last week.
The report notes that only about
25 percent of the total radiation
release took place the first day; the
rest occurred over the next eight
days. This may have important
emergency planning implications,
Dr. Kouts said, because it means
planning nay have to cover a
broad area involving many people
over many days. A total of 31
people have already died, and
some experts say thousands more
may die of cancer and genetic de¬
fects in coming decades.
The report also says the acci¬
dent settled the controversy about
whether a “worst-case” accident
could actually occur. But it said,
“An opportunity now exists for
the world’s safety experts to learn
from this tragic event to greatly
improve our understanding of nu¬
clear safety.”
By Stuart Diamond, The New
York Times

U.S. Social Progress Lags Due to Racial Inequality

Oxfam Blasts Administration
by Mark Kussett
Copy and Wire Editor

Together, the new data present
a gripping view of the reactor’s
destruction after 24 hours of op¬
erator errors, generating forces
and effects that until then were
known only on paper.
The authors of one report, the
International Nuclear Safety Ad¬
visory Group, said the accident
offered potential lessons on emer¬
gency planning, radiation fire¬
fighting and radiation medicine,
even for those operating Western
reactors.’

cent of those surveyed said Amer¬
ican teen-agers read and write ad¬
equately.
“It is plain that the American
people are ripe and ready for lead¬
ership to emerge that will call
upon them for some sacrifice to
make it possible for government
and the private sector to take ac¬
tion on behalf of children,” Har¬
ris said. “...Bluntly speaking, 1
doubt that this result in a poll
could have emerged five or six
years ago. But the times are
changing and perhaps more rap¬
idly than might be imagined.”
Mary Hatwood Futrell, presi¬
dent of the National Education
Association, said, “The poll trig¬
gers some timely signals about
how badly the nation has been
dealing with its young. In many
ways, the survey reaffirms the
frustrations of teachers who are
confronted daily with many of
these problems dealing with chil¬
dren. If children are our greatest
resource - as we all proudly pro¬
claim - then we had better wake
up before it’s too late.”

certed effort to address racial in¬
equality, he said, pointing to
higher unemployment and infant
mortality among blacks than
whites.
“Until or unless we decrease the
money spent on military and de¬
fense purposes, we will not have
the money available to address ra¬
cial inequality and the decline in
social spending in the U.S.,” Estes
said.

And through military agree¬
ments with European and Asian
nations, the United States subsi¬
dizes their social programs be¬
cause only a small portion of their
spending goes for defense, he said.
The top 10 countries in the
study are in Western Europe, and
Estes said the United States would
have ranked with them if he had
considered U.S. scores only for
white people.

Dateline: Maine
Permits Distributed in ‘Lottery’
AUGUSTA (AP) - Using ma¬
chines borrowed from the state
lottery, Maine wildlife officials
staged a kind of deer bingo Tues¬
day to choose 13,000 out of more
than 80,000 applicants for Maine’s
new “any-deer” hunting permits.
In the interest of beefing up the
state’s deer population, the state
will allow only hunters with spe¬
cial permits to shoot male or fe¬
male deer, instead of opening cer¬
tain regions for part of the season
to doe hunting, as it has in recent
years.
All licensed hunters will still be
allowed to shoot bucks.
Volunteers at the drawing read
several hundred sets of two num¬
bers from the lottery’s air-blown
ping-pong balls; each set repre¬
sented the last two digits of hunt¬
ing licenses in each of the 17 dis¬
tricts Maine has been broken into.
Successful applicants will be
notified by mail, officials said.
One hunter jumped with excite¬
ment when his numbers were
called, shouting, “I got it!”
Wildlife officials said the lot¬
tery system is fair, but it caused
confusion among the hunters pre¬
sent at the Augusta Civic Center.
“I don’t understand right now
how they’re doing it in the first
place. It’s all a secret to me,”
complained Charles Rowe of Au¬
gusta.
Still, “at least no one can
squawk this way, they get a fair

shake,” said Grant McDonald of
Chelsea.
McDonald added that he did
not hunt Maine deer because he
felt they had little enough chance
survive already. But he had been
curious about how the lottery sys¬
tem would work.
Moose-hunting permits in
Maine are also granted by lottery.
The new herd management sys¬
tem has worked well in 40 other
states, said Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife Department spokesman
Paul Fournier.
Biologists believe the new sys¬
tem is a fast way to restore the
deer population, which has been
reduced by harsh weather, preda¬
tors and overhunting in recent
years.
Hunters at the drawing voiced
mixed opinions on the doe per
mits.
“If they want to build up the
deer herd here, they ought to put
a bounty on the coyotes instead,”
said Percy Peters of Oakland. Pe
ters, clad in a camouflage jacket
with a compass pinned to it, said
that on a recent day in the woods
he spotted two coyotes and not
even a trace of deer.
“I think it’s going to cause
problems. There are going to be
boys who are going to go up there
and kill some does, they always do
it,” said Clement Gauthier of
Lewiston.
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Special Report

Study Abroad Adds to the Liberal
Arts Education
Malinoski. He said the psychol¬
ogy courses he took in England
were “a joke.”
Although it is only September, Marchi, on the other hand, said
sophomores who are considering her English courses were “top
studying abroad their junior year notch, excellent courses.”
should begin planning now, accord¬ Dimodica explained he learned a
ing to current Director cf the Jun¬ lot about what patriotism means
ior Year Abroad Program Re¬ from living in England. “I’m up¬
set about American people just
becca Conrad.
Many universities, British ones in waving the American flags every¬
particular, have application dead¬ where from Burger King to the
lines as early as December. Early Tobin Bridge (in Boston). The
applicants also have improved whole ” America first” kick is
chances of procuring a place in way over the top,” he said. “Pa¬
programs with rolling admissions triotism is a good thing, but it’s
been carried too far here.”
policy.
by Caitrin Lynch

Staff Reporter

“People are really interested in asking you
questions. All of Europe wants a non-propagandized version of what America is like.’’
—Mike Malinoski ’87
“The number of students who go
away their junior year fluctuates
year after year, depending on the
size of the class ... if the seniors
now had a good experience, the
sophomores’ interest surges,” ex¬
plained Conrad.
On an average, 50-60 students go
Junior Year Abroad (JYA). Ap¬
proximately ten people go for the
fall semester, Junior Semester
Abroad (JSA), and, in recent
classes, about 30 students have
gone JSA second semester.
Study in Great Britain:

“Great Britain is the most pop¬
ular choice because there is no
language barrier, but it is becom¬
ing less popular as Australia
moves into the scene,” said Con¬
rad. Last year, of the 89 students
who went either JYA or JSA, 39
went to Great Britain and two
went to Australia.
John DiModica ’87 and Mike
Malinoski ’87 who was in England
second semester, and Regina Mar¬
chi ’87 who was in England for the
whole year all studied through the
Higher Education in Europe Pro¬
gram (HEE). DiModica and Mar¬
chi studied Rhetoric in Bath, and
Malinoski, a psychology major,
studied in London.
All three traveled in Europe when
they were on vacation from the
British universities. “There is a lot
of anti-American feeling (in Eu¬
rope). People do not want to be
confused as Americans,” Marchi
said.
After the Libya crisis, people
would approach Marchi and say
“Your president loves war.”
Malinoski, who was on the
Greek Island of Crete when the
Libya crisis occurred, saw an antiAmerican demonstration there,
but claimed that generally “peo¬
ple are really interested in asking
you questions.” He continued,
“all of Europe wants a non-propagandized version of what
America is like.”
“(In England) the kids our age are
so much more politically aware
because they want a change,”
DiModica said. “They are very
against (Prime Minister Margaret)
Thatcher’s conservatism, so the
only alternative is socialism.”
“1 really do appreciate the edu¬
cation I’m getting here,” said

Dimodica said he did not go to
England with any preconceptions
about English people. “What I
saw 1 really liked. They’re not so
one track minded and ethnocen¬
tric as a lot of Americans,” he
said.
Study in Nepal:

Conrad said that in the past cou¬
ple of years, opportunities for
study in third world countries have
been available. Jamie Ervin ’87,
an anthropology major, spent the
year in Nepal, South Asia.

Ervin said she has no regrets in
taking the year off from Bates.
She says there are some people
who, after going away their junior
year, feel really lost because they
do not know a lot of people. Yet
Ervin claimed the advantages of
going abroad outweigh the diffi¬
culties associated with returning
to campus. “Bates has its place,
but so does living abroad and ex¬
periencing different cultures,”
said Ervin. She plans on going to
graduate school and focusing on
South Asian studies. In addition
to credit for nine courses at Bates,
her year abroad provided her with
graduate credit too.
African Study:

Joe Baiungo ’87. a philosophy
major, went to Kenya second se¬
mester. He toured the country and
learned the native langauge, Swahilli.
As an independent study, he
lived with a tribe and met witch
doctors and observed a goat sac¬
rifice. The goat sacrifice was to
help cure a sick boy, but the boy
was still sick when Baiungo left.
Traditional medical practices
like this are common among tribes
in Kenya because hospitals are so
scarce and, according to Baiungo,
no one can afford hospital care.
Baiungo said he tried to go into

back. I got back to where I should
feel comfortable and I hate it. I
have a hard time dealing with it, I
get confused sometimes,” he said.
Nevertheless, going to Kenya was
“the best thing I’ve ever done in
my life,” Baiungo said.
Study in France:

Conrad explained the whole
philosophy of JYA is captured
when a chemistry student studies
in France. “It all goes along with
Dean (James) Carignan’s philos¬
ophy that poets make good doc¬
tors,” Conrad said.
Though she’s not a Chemistry
major, Sarinda Parsons ’87, a
French major, went to France for
a year. She studied in a French
university in Paris.
Parsons, who says she would
like to work in an international
business situation, such as for an

sonable city on a human level. I
don’t feel like New York City is
very human, though it is full of
people,” she said.
“Europeans are really open
once you penetrate their tough fa¬
cade. They think Americans are
super nice to everyone at first, but
don’t bend over backwards for
anyone,” she said. “It made me
think a lot about being open like
that.”
Parsons, who wants to go back
to France someday, said she did
not come back with an attitude
like “oh get me out of here. I hate
Bates,” like some JYA students
do.
“I came back with a great
appreciation for Bates. I was
really psyched to get back to an
American (education) system,”
she said. “The French education
system was a lot less organized,

“There’s no question that the whole time I
was there (Nepal) I was adjusting. But I think
it was harder to adjust when I got back to
America. I think I felt more of a culture shock
when I landed in Seattle airport and tried to
buy lunch ... it was overwhelming.’’
—Jamie Erving ’87
She went with a program through
the University of Wisconsin, and
spent the summer before she left
studying Nepali, the national lan¬
guage, at the University of Wis¬
consin in Madison. She then went
to Nepal and lived four months in
the capitol city Katmandu and
four months in a village “in the
middle of nowhere.”
As an independent study, she
studied humor in the village where
she lived. “Personally the most'
important thing was to keep my
own sense of humor in that situ¬
ation, to keep any sense of hu¬
mor,” said Ervin, who slept on
straw mats and ate nothing but
rice and lentils the whole time she
was there.
“There’s no question that the
whole time 1 was there 1 was ad¬
justing. But 1 think it was harder
to adjust when 1 got back to
America,” Ervin said. “1 think 1
felt more of a culture shock when
1 landed in the Seattle airport and
tried to buy lunch. It was over¬
whelming.”
“The education you get isn’t
academic, it’s a sort of life edu¬
cation. You get a whole new per¬
spective. You can’t go there and
not be touched by things, not see
things,” she said. “I lived out of
a backpack for a year and came
back and just saw how wealthy we
are as Americans.”

the experience open-minded.
“Lots of things which I didn’t ex¬
pect hit me really hard. There is a
big difference between knowing
poverty and realizing it.”
“Poverty for these people is
nothing new,” Baiungo explained.
“They live in a desert and only 20
per cent of the land in Kenya is
farmable. There is nothing to
make money from.”
“The people have impressions
of all Americans being really
wealthy,” according to Baiungo.
“They asked me where was my
watch, and they didn’t understand
when 1 said I didn’t own a watch.
All Americans own watches, they
think . . . I’ve got a pair of shoes
and that’s a lot to them.”
Baiungo says the hardest thing
about his experience was that his
mood could change in an instant

Jamie Ervin ’87 studied humor in a Nepali village last year. Anne
Griffin photo.
American company in Paris, spent
her senior year of high school in
Brittany, France. She was already
fluent in French when left and
didn’t have too much trouble ad¬
justing.
When she was in Paris there
were several terrorist bombings
like the series of bombings a cou¬
ple of weeks ago in shopping malls
and other public areas.

“I came back with a great appreciation for
Bates. I was really psyched to get back to an
American (education) system.”
—Sarinda Parsons ’87
because of the environment. “The
country just gets you on a natural
high, it’s so beautiful. Then you
go into the Nairobi slums and get
really depressed. It sends you for
a loop sometimes,” he said.
“When I got back to Bates I saw
so much money—it hit me pretty
hard. I got too depressed coming

“When you’re in the city itself,
you don’t freeze and stop going
out in the streets,” Parsons said.
She said she was scared at times,
but she learned to live with the
fear.
Parisians have a reputation of
being unfriendly, Parsons said, but
she disagrees. “It’s a pretty per-

less serious, and there was no
campus atmosphere like Bates.”
JYA or LOA?

In addition to JYA or JSA,
some students take a Leave of Ab¬
sence (LOA) to travel abroad.
Often if a student is accepted to
an individual program, but not
accepted by the Off Campus Study
Committee who review appli¬
cants, they will go LOA.
According to Conrad, the ma¬
jor difference between JYA and
LOA is that with LOA courses
must be approved by the corre¬
sponding department and transfered individually for credit. With
JYA, the whole package of courses
is transfered for graduation credit.
Only if a student wants credit for
a major, do they have to transfer
a course individually.
An advantage of LOA, Conrad
says, is that grades of C- and up
(continued on page 14)
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NWC Strives to End
Human Injustice
by Pearce Houwink

Student Correspondent
“We try to inform and the cam¬
pus about issues concerning social
justice and try to instigate human¬
itarian action,” explained John
McAllister, coordinator of the
New World Coalition. To accom¬
plish this goal he added, “We try
to work with other organizations
as much as we can.” These state¬
ments effectively sum up the ide¬
als and goals behind the campus
organization called the New World
Coalition.
The New World Coalition
(NWC) was formed in the late
1970s. Since then its actions have
exhibited an almost unmatched
consistency despite a sometimes
lacking institutional memory.
Some of the NWC’s early work
was against the former Nicara¬
guan Dictator Somoza and South
Africa. The latter issue was raised
as early as October of 1980 with a
film presentation on the issue of
divestiture.
Since then the NWC’s focus has
shifted frequently while always
staying within a socially conscious
framework. The issues with which
they have dealt include energy is¬
sues, the arms race, domestic and
world hunger, Apartheid, and the
United States’ involvement in
Central America. Activities have
also usually been somewhat stan¬
dard. In 1980 the NWC held a
contradance, at least one wine and
cheese party and sponsored sev¬
eral films and fasts. Presently the
NWC has not yet totally estab¬
lished an activities schedule, but
at least several programs are ten-

tatively planned, perhaps includ¬
ing a film series on Central Amerlca.
The coordinators, John Mc¬
Allister and Jennifer Branchflower, are both interested in Cen¬
tral America although they insist
that the NWC is by no means lim¬
ited to this subject. Both have
spent a year in Columbia and John
has spent some time in Nicaragua.
Two programs considered by
the NWC reflect their experience
in the two countries. One would
involve having the RA pass a dec¬
laration for Bates to become a
“sister” university to the Univer¬
sity of El Salvador. Another en¬
tails collecting support for Oxfam
who have had a shipment of farm
tools and two chain saws to Nic¬
aragua impounded on the grounds
that such equipment is not hu¬
manitarian aid.
The NWC usually meets on
Tuesday nights in Hathorn Hall.
The total membership probably
exceeds forty but only fifteen to
twenty members usually attend
meetings. Few students from last
year’s organization are back due
to graduation and Junior Year
Abroad, thus turnover has been
substantial.
One of those back from last
year is Rebecca Payne, a Dana
Scholar, who sees a bleak future
for U.S. foreign policy concerning
Central America. “I don’t hold
too much optimism. We are in¬
creasingly becoming involved; we
are giving more and more support
to dictatorships and others abus¬
ing human rights.” The NWC
tries to counteract such trends
through education and activism.

I he CA hall Weekend Barbecue kicked off Back to Bates Weekend '86 in tasty style. Bob Greeene photo.

Tisdale Enlightens Freshmen on
Sexuality Issues
by Alexandra Delpr»
Staff Reporter

Nearly forty Freshman came to
a meeting in Smith Middle early
last week to discuss “Sexuality Is¬
sues” with Chris Tisdale, Director
of Health Services.
Tisdale began by asking what
sexuality meant to those present.
“People think of just sex, but
there is aloi more to it,” she said.
It includes the way one feels and
the way one dresses. She also
quickly discussed the rights all
people have to their own beliefs
and convictions, and of the nat-

.....

uralness of sexuality.
From these generalities, Tisdale
then brought the discussion spe¬
cifically to the situation at Bates
and asked what it was like dating
here. The freshmen responded
that it was “easy to meet people
on campus” and that there was
“less peer pressure and more free¬
dom to be what you want to be”
than in high school.
Tisdale then spoke of the
“emotional nakedness of sex” and
of how it can catch many off
guard. It is then, Tisdale believes,
that students should visit the
Health Center.
There followed an explanation
of the various methods of birth
control and their effectiveness, the
symptoms, and treatment of sex¬
ually transmitted diseases, and of
abortion.

ti _

Tisdale also spoke of acquaint¬
ance or date rape, in which a
woman has intercourse under
some form of physical or psycho¬
logical coercion. Most recent sta¬
tistics indicate that one in five
women will be raped by an ac¬
quaintance, date, or boyfriend
while in highschool or college.
Tisdale believes such incidents are
preventable as people begin to be¬
come aware of the problem and as
women begin to realize that they
may end sexual activity at any
point. She particularly directed
this statement to the women,
claiming “freshmen are probably
most vulnerable.”
Tisdale ended the discussion by
asking the freshmen if date rape is
happening on campus. They re¬
plied, “Yes, with all the drink¬
ing....”

WRBC Looks
Forward

(continued from page I)

Sophmores Andrea Cheney, left, and Kelley Fogg: WRBC disc jockeys. Ron Scneider photo.

RA Questions Dean on Issues
(continued from page 1)

night.
Five juniors, Steve Robins, Jane
Gorham, John Murchison, Pa¬
trick Collins and Dean Serpa, were
named to the Student Conduct
Committee. Because a student
conduct case is pending, the deans
urged immediate formation of the
committee.
Those officers meeting with the
deans made two additional an¬
nouncements. Construction on
Smith will continue throughout
the year and into the summer.

Each section of Smith will be ren¬
ovated with a new stairwell and
rearranged bathrooms.
The College has also hired two
new people for Security. The se¬
curity force now has five mem¬
bers. By increasing the work force,
security hopes to greatly reduce
the number of hours officers are
on call instead of on duty.
The main topic for discussion
this week was dorm damage. The
college wants to avoid the 65% in¬
crease in dorm damage which oc¬

curred last year. A Dorm Damage
Task Force has been created. The
four members, senior Brooke
Garretson, junior Steve Woods,
and sophomores Lisa Beck and
Paul Dill, will try to research
causes and possible solutions to
dorm damage. Suggestions for re¬
ducing damage ranged from giv¬
ing fines to banning offenders
from parties. However, no defi¬
nite solutions were found. Dorm
damage will be the topic for dis¬
cussion again at Monday’s meet¬
ing.

Dance music remains from 4:00
pm on Saturdays to 3:00 am on
Sunday mornings. Sundays, which
previously featured primarily
classical music, are now reserved
for a variety of special program¬
ming.
Also on Sundays, from 8:00 pm
to 9:00 pm, is an hour of extra¬
curricular programming. Clubs
and organizations on campus that
wish to seek publicity on the air
during this hour should contact
Capaldi.
Immediately following this hour
is the WRBC News Magazine,
hosted by News Director Laura
Young ’88. She said that this pro¬
gram “strives to inform the stu¬
dents about world and national
news, Bates news, professional
sports and Bates sports.” New
features on the Magazine hour in¬
clude movie reviews and a “ques¬
tion of the week” introduced by
Andrew Henderson ’89.
In addition to the New Maga¬
zine, the station has obtained a
new computerized Associated
Press teletype machine for the
several daily news broadcasts. The
other major piece of new equip¬
ment in the station is a four-track
tape recorder, which, Myers said,

should make recording a lot eas¬
ier.
The Music Department of
WRBC has also undergone many
changes, according to Music Di¬
rector Darin Pope ’88. The most
significant difference is that “we
now have 25-30 dedicated people
helping out in the music section.
This greater interest, previously
untapped, will enable us to con¬
tact more record companies and
obtain more records, which should
improve the quality of our broad¬
casts in the long run.” Station
manager Myers commented on the
feeling this year that there is more
cooperation among the ninemember Board of Directors than
last year, when the station man¬
agement underwent a major re¬
structuring. Thus, he said, a lot of
people are volunteering their time
to make the station run more
smoothly.
“I think,” Myers said, “despite
the problems we had in schedul¬
ing, we have started off on a good
foot. I would like to lighten the
atmosphere a bit, to make work¬
ing for the station more enjoya¬
ble. But, my overriding goal is to
improve the quality of program¬
ming—we want to broadcast with
higher quality.”
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Soccer Continues Winning Streak

by Emanuel Merisotis
Student Correspondent

Alumni in attendance for the
women’s soccer game on Saturday
, were given a special treat. They
were witnesses to an important
part of Bates College women’s
soccer history: the Bobcats’ vic¬
tory over Tufts University for the
first time ever. While everyone ex¬
pected a much tougher contest.
Bates , easily handled Tufts 4-0.
This victory was sweet revenge on
Tufts, who last year had put the
only blemish on Bates’ record, a
tie.
Coach Diane Boettcher felt that
the Tufts coach, Bill Oehling, had
summed up the game best in a
post-game conversation. “Hetold
me that we had beat them to the
ball,” she later explained. This re¬
action from the opposing coach
was a product of intensity and
hustle exhibited by the Bates
women. Coach Boettcher attri¬
butes this attitude to the two se¬
nior captains Nadia White and
Laurie Pinchbeck/“Nadia per¬
sonifies intensity,” Boettcher
added. This hustle paid off for
Pinchbeck when she scored Bates’
first goal at 30:08 in the first half.
Another “hustler” is sopho'more Bethany Maitland. “Be¬
thany’s speed is becoming very
well
respected,”
remarked
Boettcher. I| was this speed that
lead to Maitland scoring two goals
Saturday afternoon. The first

came at 2:24 in the second half to
put Bates ahead 2-0, the second
goal came at 16:12 as Maitland
finished Bates’ scoring for the day.
The Bobcats managed to score
four goals but three of them were
superfluous as the Bates defense
chalked up its second shut-out of
the year. A combined effort by
junior Brenda Gostanian and
sophomore Anne Mollerus in goal
kept the Tufts Jumbos scoreless
for the day. Gostanian and Mollerus each played a half and each
collected eight saves. In addition
to noting superb goaltending,
Boettcher further highlighted
sophomore fullback Debra Sulli¬
van by saying, “Deb is the reason
no goals have been scored against
us.”

Boettcher further commented
on the game by noting that all
scoring was done by a central at¬
tack. Instead of bringing the ball
down the sides and centering the
ball, the Bobcats had greater suc¬
cess with attacking the Tufts de¬
fense directly. This central attack
was led by sophomore Sandra
Kapsalis who figured in on three
of Bates’ goals. Kapsalis scored
goal number three for the Bobcats
at 9:30 in the second half, in ad¬
dition to assisting in both of Mait¬
land’s goals.
The Bobcats put their 2-0
record on the line Wednesday
when they tookon Plymouth State
College at home.

!~Sl§l

Quarterback Brian Bonollo '87 showed impressive playing in a tough
loss to Amherst 34-33 last weekend.

Sandra Kapsalis '89 scored in a victory over Tufts on Saturday. Jay Tillman photo.

Football Disappoints Fans
in Close Game
by Eric Freeman
Student Correspondent

On a dark, dreary and cold Sat¬
urday afternoon at Garcelon field,
the Bates College Football team
suffered a disappointing and frus¬
trating loss to Amherst, 34-33.
Nobody is quite sure how it hap¬
pened, but somehow Amherst
managed to come back and win a
game which many people felt was
not deserved.
It started out as many had ex¬
pected. Bates ran three plays from
scrimmage and was forced to
punt. On the subsequent Amherst
drive, the Lord Jeffs passed and
ran their way through the Bates
defense towards their first score,
and a 7-0 lead. The doomsayers
were surely heard, but Bates had
other ideas: On their next drive,
junior tailback Chris Mickey (26
carries for 21 I yards 3 I D’s) took
an option flip from quarterback
Brian Bonollo ’87 and ran twenty
yards on the first play down to the
Amherst forty yard line. After
some tough running up the middle
hy Steve leder ’88, Mickey and
Bonollo ran the option to perfec¬
tion again leading to the Bobcats’
first score and a 7-6 Amherst lead.

Bates fans would witness a sec¬ on second down. When Foye
ond half of severe momentum dropped back to pass, he threw
swings. Amherst marched down over the middle, where Bates
to the Bates twenty when the de¬ safety Mike O’Connor ’87 read
fense stiffened and forced Am¬ the play perfectly and intercepted
herst into a field goal attempt at the Amherst forty. O’Connor
which they promptly missed. wasn’t satisfied with just the in¬
When the Bobcats took over, terception, and continued to run
Mickey picked up where he left the ball forty yards for a touch¬
off, running.,thirty yards with down and a seemingly comforta¬
some fine cutbacks to midfield. A ble 33-14 Bates lead.
penalty tacked on fifteen more
Amherst started a long drive
yards, and the Bobcats were in that resulted in a touchdown on a
business on the Amherst thirty six. third and twenty pass into the end
On third and eleven, Bonollo was zone. When Bates failed to move
forced out of the pocket and the ball, Amherst embarked on
scrambled to his left. Looking another long drive that resulted in
down field, he saw Garebedian seven more points and a slim 33sneak behind the free safety and 28 Bates lead. As if things weren’t
fired a thirty-six yard touchdown bad enough, the ensuing kickoff
pass for a 26-14 Bates lead.
was mistakenly downed on the
When Amherst regained pos¬ Bates two yard line, placing the
session, it seemed as if the whole offense in a deep hole. On second
Lord Jeff team had been stung by down and eight from the four yard
the Bobcat effectiveness on both line, Bates tried to sneak a pass
offense and defense. Things only behind the Amherst defense. Bon¬
got worse.
ollo faded back and spotted re¬
When the Bates offense stalled, ceiver Steve Lewis ’88 down field.
the defense resumed their stifling The ball was slightly under¬
of the Amherst offense. On first thrown, and the Amherst safety
down, James Pickette ’89 regis¬ made a great play to pick it off on
tered his first of two sacks, forc¬ the Bates nineteen. Two plays
ing Amherst into another third later, Amherst scored and the
and long after an incomplete pass game was over.

.Volleyball Action Excites Spectators
Stall Reporter
Why is it that at Bates, the most
successful teams are the least
watched? Possibly because they
are also women’s teams. People
claim that they are not as exciting
as the men’s teams, “they’re just
not as fast” some claim. These
people have obviously never
watched the Bates Volleyball team
who are maintaining an unde¬
feated record of 11-0.

Wednesday, September 17,
Bates played Bowdoin, who is in
their first year as a varsity club.
While Coach Gr'aef says that Bates
“didn’t play as well as we shoul¬
d’ve ... as well as 1 would have
like to see us play”, they did win
the best of five games 15-3, 1510, 15-11.
On Saturday, Bates travelled to
Roger Williams College for an all
day tournament. They played
Westfield State and soundly

whipped them 15-1, IS-i. Their
next victim, Western Connecticut
was slapped 15-11, 15-2. Vassar
gave Bates “a real run for the
money” says Graef but still lost
10-15, 15-7, 16-14. Those wins
gave Bates a first-place finish in
their pool and sent them to c game
against the second-place finisher
in the other pool, Rhode island
College. Bates sent them packing
15-6, 14-16, 15-4.
The win over RIC sent Bates to

the finals against Roger Williams by all the coaches present for out¬
College, a team that has beaten standing play
throughout the
Bates three times in the past. Bates tournament. Emily Gabler was
posted an exciting victory over also voted as the Most Valuable
“The Bill” College with 15-8 and Player of the Tournament. If you
15-7 wins. Graef was very pleased want to see action, watch this
with her team saying “they really player who has about an 80-90%
played well . . . worked well as a kill rate. The balls she spikes
team.”
rarely get touched.
Three Bates players made the
Tomorrow, Bates hosts their
All- Tournament Team. Deb own tournament at 9:00 a.m in
Smith ’87, Michele Feroah ’90, the Alumni Gym. Check it out,
and Emily Gabler ’87 were chosen it’s dry, it’s warm, they win!
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Women 9s Tennis Off to Strong Start

by Jon Simon
Staff Reporter and
by Jane Gorham
Student Correspondent

The Bates Women’s Tennis
team is looking stronger than ever
this year with defeats over M.l.T.
and Connecticuit College this past
weekend.
With the winning matches of
Virginia Berman ’88, Maria Jo¬
seph ’89, Anne Polayes ’90, Heidi
Niit ’87, and the doubles team of
Maria Joseph and Lisa Bower ’89
Bates had a close win of 5-4 over
M.l.T. on Friday at home. On
Sunday they travelled south to

surprise a confident Connecticuit
College by winning all of the sin¬
gles competitions for a total score
of 6-3.
Part of the team’s success could
be due to its strong singles roster.
Coach Wigton says, “The team is
stronger in the number one and
two positions than any other in
Bates history.” Playing number
one singles is freshman Erica
Stewart, a consistent, fast player
with strong ground strokes. Play¬
ing number two singles is senior
Virginia Berman, whose consist¬
ency, speed, and experience make
her a tough competitor. In the

number three position, sopho¬
more Maria Joseph returns from
a strong season last year and in the
fourth and fifth positions respec¬
tively are freshmen Kristin Stew¬
art and Anne Polayes, who, ac¬
cording to Coach Wigton, “be¬
come stronger with each match.”
Senior Heidi Niit plays number six
singles and won consistently
in both the M.l.T. and Connecti¬
cuit College matches.

Despite a lack of training and
conditioning, the Bates Women’s
tennis team did surprisingly well
against their arch rivals from

ivliudiebury in their first game of
the season. “I felt that if we
played them later on in the year
the score could have been 5-4
either way,” said Coach George
Wigton. Unfortunately the final
score was 6-3 in favor of Middlebury though this, in'itself, is an
improvement over their loss 9-0
from last year which was their
worst loss of the season.
Of the six matches played, the
only victory for Bates in tne sin¬
gles play was from freshman Erica
Stewart who defeated her oppo¬
nent in straight sets 6-2, 6-0. The
other victories came from Bates
players in the three doubles

Harriers Shine at
Williams Invitational

by Nadia White
Student Correspondent
Last Saturday, the women’s
cross country team traveled to the
University of South Eastern Mas¬
sachusetts. Despite some prob¬
lems with injuries, Bates finished
fifth overall and proved that their
ranks are still replete with impres¬
sive potential ability.
Bates’ top runner this season,
Beth Golden,’ 90 finished 13th out
of 180 competitors, with a time of
18:34. The team also finished with
four other runners in the top fifty:
Amy Jones,’88 finished 21st
(19:07), Sarah Alspach,’89 35th
(19:45), Gretchen Ehret,’87 39th
(19:51), and Kathy Kraemer.’87
45th (20:09).
Finishing fifth at SMU is quite
a feat. Bates traveled to SMU
without Kerry O’Leary,’89 the
number two finisher at Bates’
Can-Am competition two weeks

ago. Remarked one of the run¬
ners, “Doing this well at SMU
really goes to show the potential
this year’s team has.” This year’s
fifth place finish reflects the tre¬
mendous depth on the 1986 squad.
They improved over last year’s
eighth place finish, despite miss¬
ing some key runners this week.
Two top runners, Kari Payne,’90
and a strong addition to this years
squad, Sue Poppa!ardo,’88 did
not make the trip to SMU.
Next week, Bates will host the
CBB tournament and face a very
strong Colby team; (Colby took
first at the SMU meet.) Barring
any new injuries, Bates will face
Colby and Bowdoin with a full
team. Says O’Leary, “We can beat
Bowdoin, but, well, Colby’s look¬
ing really strong this year.” Nonethe-less, Bates’ has not yet seen its
full potential, and should be able
to give Colby a run for its money
within this season.

Tennis is usually a game that is
taken very seriously. Smiles of the
victorious are always visible as the
defeated bow their heads in shame
and frustration. Such was not the
situation last Saturday as the Bates
Men’s Tennis team joined to¬
gether to take orTSome of Bates’
most illustrious tennis alumni.
A great deal of levity was allowed,
assuring everyone a good time.
Coach Wigton, who had the plea¬
sure of seeing some of his best
players back for the weekend,
started by laying down the rules.
“Lines are good,” he said. Not
everyone was prepared to agree.
“What kind of rules are those?”
asked Scott Hoffman, ’86 from
court four.
Another voice was heard to com¬
ment, “Next thing you know, he’ll
be wanting us to serve from be¬
hind the baseline.”
“No, nothing that radical,” an¬
swered Wigton easily.
Despite the obvious lack of qual¬
ity humor, great tennis was every¬
where to be seen. The players
combined hustle and skill with the
light spirit of the match.
The featured match in court one
was between Paul Gastor, ’89 and
Jim Fralick, ’90 against John
Luyrink, ’85 and Burt Cole,’84.
Luyrink and Cole, (who is recog¬
nized as Bates’ second most illus¬
trious alumni, Bud Shultz being

first, had their work cut out for
them as Fralick and Gastor played
an excellent and exciting match.
Cole and Luyrink did pull it out
in the end but not before the fans
were treated to some fantastic ac¬
robatic tennis. Jim Fralick, who
looks to be a great prospect for the
future, at one point found himself
in the net after attempting to return the ball.
Another important tennis
alumnus was Nils Bonde-Henrickson, who literally turned Bates
around as far as its attitudes
towards tennis were concerned.
Twenty years ago when he first
came to Bates, Coach Wigton was
told that he would be the coach for
the tennis team even though he
didn’t own a tennis racket, (the
first racket he owned was from the
tennis team.) Bates’ tennis basi¬
cally consisted of players going on
to the court, without having had
much previous instruction at all.
They subsequently lost every
match. When Bonde-Henrickson
came to Bates in the early 70’s, he
wanted to play tennis—real tennis
and got the coach interested in in¬
structing. Bates started going to
the New Englands and Nationals.

For the most part, the Alums
came out on top with, as Luyrink
put it, “experience winning out in
the end”. When asked how it felt
to have these players back, Wig¬
ton said simply, “I wish they were
back in school”.

Both Coach Wigton and Cap¬
tain Alice Danielson ’87 are ex¬
cited about the potential of this
young team. The team faces
Colby, (a tough rival from last
year) on Wednesday. Coach Wig¬
ton expects a competitive match
to indicate just how good the rest
of the season should be.

Water Polo
Makes a
Splash
by Ted Rossiter
Student Correspondent

Jamie Kircaldie ’87 during last Monday's golf tournament at
Bowdoin. Russ Libby photo.

Experience Wins Out
Drug Testing
For Men’s Tennis Why the Athletes?
by Ron Schneider
Staff Reporter

matches. Virginia Berman and her
partner combined to win the first
match and Caitlin D.yk,’88 and her
partner were narrowly defeated in
three sets, 6-4, 1-6, 6-2. Maria
Joseph combined with Lisa
Bower,’89 to win their game 6-3,
6-3.

The question of implementing
mandatory drug testing programs
in NCAA affiliated schools is cer¬
tainly a topic of heated debate.
Why should athletes be subject to
such rigid standards and sacrifice
their individual freedom to pacify
administrative officials?
The cocaine related deaths of
athletes Len Bias and Don Rogers
are excellent examples of why ath¬
letes should be forced to comply
with these standards. The media
attention give to the “superstars”
of college sports can be both fruit¬
ful and disasterous to an athlete
and his school. Highly exposed in¬
dividuals must place a premium of
excellence on their behavior both
on and off the field. Reporters are
often too judgmental and will use
the poison pen without hesitation.
It is imperative athletic depart¬
ments prepare their “spokesper¬
son” to maintain high legal, moral
and ethical standards at all times.
Scott Skiles, a former all-american basketball player for Michi¬
gan State University, is a perfect
example of how media perception
can tarnish the reputation of a
quality institution. Skiles, who
was arrested twice for drunk driv¬
ing and possession of marijuana
managed to evade his jail sentence
because the Spartan’s were partic¬
ipating in the NCAA tournament.
This incident was featured in sev¬
eral major periodicals and televi¬

sion broadcasts thus it proved to
be detrimental to the image of
Michigan State.
Athletes will always receive
prime time coverage because peo
pie are interested in their accom¬
plishments. Unfortunately, ath
letic success has dominated over
academic excellence and the new

Marc Desjardins
Time Out
surfaced drug problem wi
quickly take precedence over
front-page headlines.
Mandatory drug testing is an
extremely expensive proposition;
the Ohio State program exceeds
$150,000.00 annually. But most
college programs are major busi¬
ness franchises so financing
should not be a deterrent.
Athletes must assume the respon¬
sibilities of being role models both
on campus and in the community.
It is an athletes’ duty to respect
and comply with the collegiate
rules not only for his or her own
sake, but also for the sake of the
institutions supporting them.
Once athletes accept their pedestal
roles and learn how to handle the
multitude of problems this role
generates, college athletics may
again be returned to the high stan¬
dards they adhered to a long time
ago. The mandatory drug testing
policy could be the answer.

The Bates Water Polo team got
its feet wet for their first match in
this, their first, season on Satur¬
day Sept.20. Their originally
scheduled opponents in the 3-team
round-robin tournament, Clark
and WPI, didn’t show, but a last
minute appearance by Bowdoin
saved the day. The teams were able
to manage three quarters of excit¬
ing play before they were forced
(by a pool time limit) to retire. At
the end of three quarters, Bow¬
doin was ahead 4-3. But, said co¬
captain co-coach Kevin Gibson,
“It was a competitive match. The
crowd (of 30, 'plus 20 on each
bench) was really loud, which
helped alot.”
Gibson, who splits duties with
Stu Barter, originally expected to
use all his players, but as the
match wore on and it stayed close,
he decided to keep the experienced
players in. The team had managed
to play an inter-squad match prior
to the game with Bowdoin, so
everyone saw action. “This is a
team sport,” said Gibson, “So it’s
exciting to see a team this young
in competition. Only one-third of
our players have had competitive
experience in water sports, the rest
re just interested.”
Their interest surfaced when
Gibson organized a road-trip to
Brown to watch some heavies
from California, notably Berke¬
ley, compete with eastern teams.
He anticipated one car load at
most, but received several offers
'o drive. Almost the whole team
>vanted to go. "We have a lot of
enthusiasm,” said Gibson, “Polo
Fever is spreading.” The Bobcats
have just under 30 members,
about 8 of whom are women.
Bates was able to charter a new
league this year along with Brid¬
gewater State College. The New
England Small College Water Polo
Conference (NESCWPC) includes
Bates, Bowdoin, Bridgewater,
Clark, Holy Cross, Trinity, Wes¬
leyan and WPI. Bates should be
able to play each opponent twice.
The league championships will be
held in Merrill Gymnasium
Oct.25-6. There is another home
league match scheduled for Sun¬
day Sept. 28 at 1:30 against WPI.
American i
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Men’s X-Country Triumphs at Williams

by
!>y Tim Mahoney
Staff Reporter

Once again, the Bates men’s
cross-country team is on a win¬
ning streak, this time by triumph¬
ing the Williams College Invita¬
tional. Bates won the meet with a
score of 43, followed by Albany
State 55, and Hamilton 105. Six
other teams also participated.
■ -
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r:
.....
Senior John Fitzgerald
’87 again recently has been the team’s num¬
proved that he is in the top class ber two runner, was sidelined with
of Division 111 New England a sore hamstring.
cross-country. Fitzgerald won the
Coach Walt Slovenski is pleased
race with a time of 25:30. Also to see the pack running so well this
placing for Bates were Mark Des¬ early in the season. “The entire
jardins ’88 in fourth place, Mark team has been improving so far.
Hatch ’87 in fifth place, Dave I’m happy to see Mark Hatch be¬
Conrad ’87 in seventh place, and ginning to return to the form he
Chris Sololowski ’90 in twenty- was in at this time last season. We
sixth place.
Jim Huleatt ’88, who ..
have better depth
*.
WVF111 than
mmi we’ve
M. seen
^VV.11

in the past few years. Josh Krell
’89, Chris Sokolowski ’90 and
Dave Weatherbie ’90 have been
performing well in the sixth, sev¬
enth, and eighth spots,” said
Slovenski.
Slovenski is, of
course, extremely happy with the
phenomenal season John Fitzger¬
ald is having. Slovenski said,
“Fitzgerald is the man to beat in
Division 111 New England. He

gives the rest of the team someone
to pursue. Everyone is measured
by how close they finish to John.
If we can get the entire pack to
finish within sixty seconds of Fitz¬
gerald, there is no doubt in my
mind that this will be our most
successful season ever.”
A highlight of this season for
the Bobcats will be when the team
(continued or, page 15)

Apathy Plagues Football Players
Those of you present at last
Saturday’s football game against
Amherst saw a great game. Those
students not present though, know
only the results. Yes, we witnessed
a fourth quarter comeback by the
Lord Jeffs that gave Bates a 0-1
record. Leading 33-14 in the dos¬
ing quarter, however, the Bobcats
had to contend with two prime
obstacles, the first, being a pow¬
erful Amherst attack led by All
New England quarterback Paul
Foye. The second, and probably
the harshest of the two, were the
Bates fans, dotted with disbeliev¬
ing alumni.
The Bates community has a se¬
vere problem. Lack of true sup¬
port for the most recognizable
sport on campus: football. 1 do
not mean the number of students
vho show up as spectators for
■games. Attend a Bates-Colby or
Bates-Bowdoin game, and the
numbers will show that there is a
definite interest. But as one spectator/s'tudent remarked, “When I

go to a football game, 1 believe
they will lose. It’s the Bates tra¬
dition. A win is just icing on the
cake."

Eric Schlapak
Where does this attitude come
from? Looking at past seasons,
this year’s senior class has suf¬
fered through 1-6-1, 3-4-1, and
3-5 football campaigns. Granted,
the class of 1987 has not seen
many successful home games. But
1 question the Bates students’ view
of the situation.
“When 1 left the locker room
for the second half, I was confi¬
dent that we would win,” said
Bates safety Mike O’Connor.
“This team has more confidence
than in previous years and 1 be¬
lieve it will carry us through."
Well Mike, that confidence has
yet to filter through campus. Re¬
member last Winter Carnival
when the comedy group “Make
Me Laugh” was in the gym. One
comedian asked how the football

team was and a chorus of "boos”
rang out.
This attitude comes partly from
the general students’ image of the
football player. Stories of Satur¬
day night pranks, and Wednesday
night drunkenness have pervaded
the minds of incoming freshmen.
The candidate for the football
squad now becomes a “Football
Player.” A loss on Saturday after¬
noon confirms the students’ im¬
age of that “Football Player.”
“Our image as a team is not
very good right now,” said quart¬
erback Brian Bonollo. “But a
game like Amherst can help to
change things.”
Bates lost in the closing minutes
to a team that has lost only one
game in two years. Amherst was
highly ranked in Eastern polls.
The spirit and confidence that was
displayed on Garcelon Field
should be viewed as a loss, but as
a stepping stone for a better feel¬
ing among the Bates community.

Men’s Soccer Suffers Losses

by Nadia White
Student Correspondent

Men’s soccer took two losses in
last week’s play; Amherst 2-4, and
Bradeis, 0-4. Brandeis is currently
ranked 1 Ith nationally, while Am¬
herst is unranked.
Bates played the Amherst team
evenly, sending 17 shots against
the Brandeis goalie. Rick Fredland, ’90 accounted for both
goals. The First, a throw which
was deflected off the goal- keep¬
er’s hands, was officially recorded
as an “own goal against” for Am¬
herst. 1 redland’s second goal

came minutes later, on an assist
from Kirk Moore,’88.
Amherst evened the score in the
first half. Their first goal came
from a penalty shot. Amherst then
evened the score and went on to
win with two more goals in the
second half. Brian Davis, ’88
made nine impressive saves for
Bates.
Top ranked Brandeis was an¬
other story all together, though,
as they forced Bates to play hard
defense throughout the entire
game.Bates did well, holding them
to two goals in the first half,
but,according to Coach George

Purgavie, “They broke our spirit
alter the third goal.” Bates had 8
shots against Brandeis, and Davis
recorded 14 saves. Freshman
goalie Dave Guthrie got some
playing time in the second half,
and stopped two shots.

Bates plays at MIT next week¬
end, and the team is optimistic
about the remainder of the season
despite their recent losses. “We’re
shooting to better hist year’s
record,” says Alex Palacios,’88.
“We’re over the toughest part of
the season, and now we’re looking
for some wins.”

Field Hockey Rebuilding

byRon Schneider
Staff Reporter

Every once in awhile a year
comes along when a coach has to
put together a team with new and
tresh players, because most expe¬
rienced players have graduated.
It’s called a “rebuilding” year, a
year that a coach sometimes has
to accept a less than successful
season and look to the future
when the team will have the ex¬
perience and practice to be suc¬
cess tul again. When a team has
had great success in the past, the
rebuilding year can be a hard thingto swallow, but one must often
take the good with the bad. It is
such a year for the Bates Field
Hockey team.
Live senior starters graduated
last May and only three tried vet¬
erans remain. The front line con¬
sists of one junior, one sopho¬
more and two freshman. Defense
is equally loaded with underclass¬
men. Kathy DeRaspe ’90 has
taken over the important role of

sweeper, the last line of defense.
previously played by All-Ameri¬
can Sue Chick ’86.

This year the team has fought
hard and lost some close games,
most recently to Connecticut Col¬
lege, who beat the Bobcats 3-2 in
overtime. Conn. College lied the
score with less than five minutes
to go and then scored forty sec¬
onds into the first overtime to win
the game. The Bobcats played a
strong game against a experi¬
enced, large team, who play field
hockey as if it were ice hockey.
Bates had 31 shots on net, four¬
teen were saved. Jane Davis’88,
who leads the offense with expe¬
rience and talent, scored both of
the Bobcat goals. She has scored
four of Bates’ five season goals.
Davis scored one of the goals on
a penalty corner, illustrating her
range.
After a disheartening tie to Colby
that went into double overtime,
the Bobcats travelled to Connect¬

icut with only two days rest. Be¬
cause of the lack of depth many
minutes were played by the regu¬
lars and fatigue, both mental and
physical took their toll.
“We played two games without
being organized”, says Coach
Sherry Deschainc, “without
knowing our personnel...but I
think we are read.
One very positive way to look
at the situation is to examine the
way they lost. Last year Bates lost
to Middlebury by two while this
year, with a much more inexperi¬
enced team, lost by only one goal.
They also challenged a far more
experienced squad in Conneticut
College. The word is progress,
slow but sure.

First in News !
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Coach Wig ton's tennis players are standouts. Bob Greene photo.

Christian Athletes
Provide Support
by Jon Simon
Stuff Reporter
Though they arc perhaps one of
the least well-known organiza¬
tions on campus, the Bates Fel¬
lowship of Christian Athletes has
provided religious guidance for
athletes the past seven years.
The fellowship is a splinter
group (officially called a “Hud¬
dle”) of a national organization
that is fifteen to twenty years old
and boasts members like Tom
Landry, coach of the Dallas Cow¬
boys.
Roger Park, the head athletic
trainer, runs the program. He de¬
scribed the group’s purpose “to
provide Christian experience into
the lives of the members.” One
way the group does this is through
the sharing of different religious
perspectives between group mem¬
bers.

The group meets regularly on
Thursdays from 8:00 to 8:45 p.m.
in the Thompson room of the Al¬
umni Gym. There, the fellowship
gets together to pray and attempts
to bring a Christian perspective
into the lives of the athletes.
One of the active aspects of the
club is what Christians call wit¬
nessing. Mr. Park explained that
this is when one person tries to
help another member whom they
see is in trouble through prayer,
advice, and counseling.
The group’s size is small with
only about seven or eight mem¬
bers and in past years the number
has dwindled. As Park com¬
mented in regard to this, “I am
trying to take it one year at a time
and I am willing to take the group
in any direction the members wish
to take it.”

iates ^tuijent
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Arts

Entertainment

Ali Akbar Khan Creates the Exotic

by Amy Bruton
Student Correspondent

w

T T hat is a sarod! A sarod
is a musical instrument which
evolved from one of the many
forms of the barb found in India,
Afghanistan and the Pamirs. This
exquisite instrument consists of
twenty-five strings, a hollow
“belly” attached to a deep chan¬
nel, and grooves lining the side of
the body. It resembles a banjo in
structure, and its sound is a cross
between that of a guitar and a
banjo.
The Bates College Concert Se¬
ries opened Saturday evening at
the college chapel with the stun¬
ning two hour performance of Ali
Akbar Khan, India’s master of the
sarod. He was accompanied by his
son Pranesh Khan, who compli¬
mented the harmonious sarod with
the tabla drums, and Ganesh Naragan playing a variation of the
barb called the tambura. The first
musical piece performed was an
evening raga, composed by Ali
Akbar Khan, entitled “Chandranndn”. After a brief intermis¬
sion which jolted the audience
back to reality, the second raga
commenced. According to Pra¬
nesh Khan, this melody entitled
“Manjkamaj”, was composed by
his grandfather who passed down
his musical talent to his son.
As the three musicians entered
the chapel adorned in Indian garb,
seated themselves in a cross-legged
position, and began to tune their
instruments, one could observe the
extreme dedication displayed on
their faces. The stamina expressed
by Ali Akbar Khan, through his
two one-hour-long ragas, is at¬
tributed to a life-long devotion to
his music. Remarkably, Ali Akbar
Khan began his musical career at
the age of nine, and religiously
played an incredible eighteen
hours a day. At the age of sixtyfour, Ali Akbar Khan emits the
self-command and stamina which

intensifies his exceptional talent.
Music lovers enjoy the timeless
music of Ali Akbar Khan through
festivals, concerts, private perfor¬
mances as well as tape recordings.
The inhabitants of the United
States have been fortunate enough
to experience India’s talented mu¬
sician for twenty years.
The technique of Ali Akbar
Khan and his son was astounding.
Pranesh Khan played the tabla
with incredible skill, and issued
rhythmic patterns with ease. In
addition to sustaining the rhythm,
Pranesh Khan also utilized several
different techniques while playing
the table drums. He struck the
head of the drums with his fin¬
gertips and the heel of his,palm,
as well as tapping the side with a
tiny mallet. Ali Akbar Khan’s
level of technique is difficult to
describe in words. He controlled
his twenty-five stringed instru¬
ment with poise and grace, while
also controlling the trio, and im¬
provising upon the melodic theme.
Using glissando (a sliding motion
along the string), vibrato (a tone
enhancing technique), and his
lightning quick fingers, Ali Akbar
Khan demonstrated his true mas¬
tery of the sarod.
Although the college chapel was
brimming with a variety of indi¬
viduals on Saturday evening, once
the sonorous music permeated the
air, the audience shared a com¬
mon trance-like state. The mys¬
terious melody of the sarod, high¬
lighted by the tabla and tambura,
created an atmosphere of serenity
and harmony. The commingling
of the various sounds enraptured
the listeners, and engulfed the
spirit into an exotic and vibrant
scene of the Far East. Through the
hauntingly
magical
music,
thoughts of boundlessness were
implanted in the mind, and the
feeling remained even after the
concert concluded. The perfor¬
mance of Ali Akbar Khan, Pra¬
nesh Khan, and Ganesh Naragan
was an extraordinary experience
for the music connoisseur as well
as the novice.

Ali Akbar and Pranesh Kahn perform in the Chapel. Jami Bath photo.

Premiere Noonday Concert
A Success
by Caitrin Lynch
Staff Reporter

j.nstead of crowding into
Memorial Commons or the Den
during their lunch hour, about 30
music fans came to the Chapel on
Tuesday afternoon to hear the
wonders of famous 20th Century
American organ composers played
by Associate Music Professor
Marion Anderson.
Anderson opened this year’s
Noonday Concert series on Tues¬
day with organ pieces by compos¬
ers Claude Almand, Charles Ives,
and Gerald Near.
He started with an unpublished
piece entitled “Noel” by Almand,

a Floridian composer. “It’s more son he has taken a liking to it. It
of a fantasia than it is a noel,” ex¬ was interesting to hear every note
plained Anderson to the audience being matched with a contrasting
prior to his performance. He ex¬ note so they clash together in this
plained that the upbeat tempo of simple melody.
the piece is probably Almand’s
The final piece of the concert
expression of the “noisy joyful¬ was “A Triptych of fugues
ness” associated with Christmas.
(1965)” by Near, a young com¬
This piece was welcomed by the poser from Minnesota. This was a
audience for its intensity. The study in fugue writing which was
theme of the concert, 20th cen¬ also rather interesting to hear be¬
tury American organ music, was cause it started with the usual live¬
apparent in this song because of liness of a fugue, then moved to a
the dissonant chords so often as¬ slower, more expressive version,
cribed to this age of music.
and finally a broad version.
Anderson then went into Ives’
Anderson will be taking a leave
“Adeste fidelis in an Organ Pre¬ of absence second semester to re¬
lude (1897)” which he said was in¬ turn to Yale to continue his study
teresting to play because the on Ives’ organ pieces. Ives is per¬
tempo of the piece is not marked, haps one of the first great Amer¬
so there is no direction on how fast ican composers, says Anderson,
to play it.
and most of his works were de¬
Anderson came across this un¬ stroyed in a fire, so Anderson is
published organ piece and an un¬ interested in studying those few
titled piece he played next, also by pieces that still remain.
Ives, this summer at Yale Univer¬
Noonday Concerts will be held
sity. He was studying pitch class Tuesdays at 12:30 in the Bates
set theory, (which described as “a College Chapel, and they feature
new way to look at atonal mu¬ student and faculty musicians. On
sic,”) while studying under a Na¬ September 30 harpsichordist John
tional Endowment for the Hu¬ Corrie of the music department
manities (NEH) Summer Semester will play harpsichord works by
Grant.
Bach, including Bach’s Italian
The “Adeste fidelis” piece An¬ Concerto.
derson described as “very simple
On October 7, Anderson will
(continued on page 10)
and very naive” and for that rea-

Local Theatre Promises
Varied Season
by Sarah Barber
Student Correspondent

T

Ventriliquist Jim Barber and friends co-operate to bring the roof down in the Alumni Gym last Friday
night. Bob Greene photo.

he Maine Acting Company
located on Lisbon St, Lewiston, is
planning an ambitious program
for the upcoming season. Offer¬
ings include old favorites as well

as more contemporary works. The
season will run from early No¬
vember to April. Productions
scheduled to be performed include
“Dracula” (Nov. 6-23), “MidSummer’s Night Dream” (Dec 421), “Talley’s Folly” (Jan. 8-25),
“Hot ’n Cole” (Feb. 5-22),
“Strange Snow” (March 8-22),
and “Loot” (April 2-18). Stu¬
dents are encouraged to attend.
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Boston Museums Feature New Exhibitions
and woodcuts executed by a va¬
riety of French Renaissance art¬
ists. Seventy-five art works all
from the Museum’s collection, il¬
lustrate the artistic penchants of
the time, ranging from the love for
classical antiquity to the taste for
more bizarre, Mannerist images.
Numerous courtly works of a
classicist style done for Francis 1
at Fontainebleau are included in
the show. Jacques Bellange’s work
of 1617 “Women at the Tomb”
unveils a somewhat perverse atti¬
tude, with feminine bodies elon¬
gated to the point of distortion by
their billowing dress. Jean Du¬
vet’s striking portrayals of the
Apocalypse are especially active
and marvelously detailed as are
“The Beggars” of Jacques Callot,

by Caroline Baumann
Senior Reporter

A,

^rt enthusiasts yearning for
more variation than offered lo¬
cally might consider a trip South.
New exhibits at the Boston Mu¬
seum of Fine Arts, Harvard Uni¬
versity’s Fogg Art Museum, and,
also in Cambridge, the new Sackler Museum boast a spectacular
and varied array of works.
Recently opened at the Museum
of Fine Arts, in Boston, (and run¬
ning through October), the expo¬
sition titled “Duvet to Callot:
French Printmaking” boasts a full
panorama of engravings, etchings

rently presenting nearly one
hundred prints from its first art
collection, acquired at the death
of Francis Calley Gray. Mr. Gray,
son of a wealthy Salem merchant
and educated at Harvard (Class of
1809), founded nearly every im¬
portant cultural institution in
Boston. Somewhat of a Renais¬
sance man, Gray collected shells,
published articles on economic
theory and, of course, became the

which announce the coming real¬
ism of the seventeenth century.
Duvet’s engraving entitled “A
King Pursued by a Unicorn” is
also intriguing, reminding modern
viewers of the common lore flour¬
ishing during the Renaissance,
often leading artists to depict the
exotic.
In celebration of Harvard Uni¬
versity’s 350th year, the Fogg Art
Museum in Cambridge is cur¬

nation’s first great print connois¬
seur and collector. As seen by the
works displayed, Gray always at¬
tempted to acquire the finest pos¬
sible impressions of a design. He
regularly paid top sums for art
works such as Auguste Boucher
Desnoyers’ wonderful “Virgin of
the Rocks”, after Leonardo.
The exposition also boasts mar¬
velous Durer engravings such as
(continued on page 15)

Arts Society Sports
a Full Schedule
by Caroline Baumann
Senior Reporter

F

JL- e;
eaturing a wide spectrum of
films, concerts and lectures, the
Bates Arts Society will recomm¬
ence activity this fall full of ideas.
Active on campus since 1978, the
Bates Arts Society, co-chaired by
Senior Susan Knecht and Sopho¬
more Susan Hunt and advised by
Assistant Dean of the College and
Coordinator of Student Acitivities
James L. Reese, sponsors numer¬
ous events and programs related
to all the arts.
On September 18th, Bates stu¬
dents displayed their talent at a
Coffee House, co-sponsored by
the Arts Society. Invited by the
Society on October 3 is a Scottish
folksinger who will make a stop at
Chase Hall during his tour of the
United States, bringing refreshing
music and foreign vigor to the
campus. The Arts Society has also
decided to reinstitute Friday night

“Arts and Crafts” in Chase
Lounge, where all kinds of mate¬
rials will be available to students.
Such an activity will spur creative
thought and the Society hopes that
students will “dive in and make
something.”
The semester bus-to-Boston is
offered this fall on Saturday, No¬
vember 1 by the Society so that
students may profit from the
many cultural events and happen¬
ings in the nearby metropolis.
Also, the first Friday of each
month, the Society will be co¬
sponsoring contra-dances. Also
included in the line up will be the
Beaux Arts Ball, boasting exuber¬
ant band tunes and costumes, it
will be sponsored solely by the
Arts Society.
Meetings are held Monday
nights in Commons from 5:30 to
6:30. All are invited. As Reese ex¬
plains, “You do not have to be an
art historian. The meetings are
really lively and fun. People come
up with the most unusual sugges¬
tions for social events.”

Student group performing at last week's coffeehouse. Anne Griffen photo.

Coffeehouse Sets Standards
by Barbara Ginley
Senior Reporter

O

n Wednesday, Sept. 17th
one of the semester’s first coffee¬
houses afforded an evening that
was both entertaining and relax¬
ing. The entertainment was pre¬

sented through a cooperative ef¬
fort of the Bates Art Society and
Women’s Awareness. Held in the
comfortable surroundings of
Chase lounge the performers
played for a noticeably large au¬
dience.
The amount of original mate¬
rial presented was a pleasant sur¬
prise. Scott Kaplan ’88 opened the

WRBC Scheduling
Monday
Midnight - 3 RM

Tim Dichiara

Electronic
3 - 6 RM

Radio Free LB
6 - 8 HM

8 - 10 RM

Chris Grunden
Art Jacobs
Doug Tomasian
Laura Smith
Dan tlaranci.
Jess Nevins

noon - 2 PM

Jazz Lunch
2-9 PM

Hot Wax
4 - 6 PM

6

8 PM

Karen Loughhn
Adrienne Terry

Wednesday
Erik Johnson
Chris WriQht

We re Zany!!!!!!!!!!!

ThurSday

Friday

Lenny Weisberg
Preston Moore

Smith and Company
Adrian Collazo & Dawn
Monya, Andrew Smith

Tom Goetz
Grey tlanthei

Jessie Stewart
Sam Tingley
Tasker Smith

Kate Godin
Linda Horwitz

matt Borger
Alan Erickson

Brian Quinto
Ben Maicolrn

Kathy Zimmerman
Caitnn Lynch

Graham Ivory
Doug Galpin / Steve Shalit
tune in and figure it out
Brian Davis, Chris DelCol, and
Dennis Gromelski

Diversity is job # 1 very general stuff

60 s - 70 s Rock.
Rob Stachs
Steve Kingston

Cyndi Levine
Jason Burns

Cindy Voisine
Jennifer Wertkin

John Swortley

Dave Lawton / Cary Atsalis

Liz Smith / Anne Peis

Hans Gundersen

Fusion 'jazz

Folk,

Dazzling

A Stew of Htts

John Nevins

Sara Hagan
Beth Tener

Virginia Berman
Martha Merselis

Ron
Schneider

Dave Mueiken. Craig Evenson

Arnold
Robinson

Sherry
Dixon

Craig

Jennifer Gibbons

Mtchael Boyle / Scott Kaplan

Davies

lo - noon

Golden Bge

TyeSday

nTmTi rrrrrrrrrrri n i rrn rm itttttttt i i i i i i it i iTrimmTmiTrnT
A Taste of Europe
Kathy Leonard & Regina March!

Hale and Honneus
Show

Jenmffer Harris

rrrrriTiTiTiTrrrriTrrrn'mTrrrrrrT nifi iiiiin i it 1111111111111111 it mTmTmTnTiTnTiTrrrnTi'iTiTii
Richard Barnard

11...mi i mi mi i mu..... mi m 11111nrnrn11rnrrnTTn.u.ij.!i.mijjji.[.

Michelle Cokerry
Peter Kerigan

Michael Malinoski,
Dan Jacoby, Woody Lee

MimimiiiiinTiiiimiimirr

II.llllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Paul Paseos/Tim Schmidt

Mary Capaldi

Michael Geffin/Jon Arnow

Christina Kilgallen

Classic Rock

Vanna White is an insult to women]'

Matt Lopin/Rob Kelso

Matt Hall and Pat Tambor

David Coleman
Peter Muise

Bill Spound / Bob Jost

Tremendously Tasteful

Rock Requests

Kim Busch
Karl Steudel

Dave Cummings

Pre Pierce Party Pack

The Inspector

Andrea Cheney & Kelley Eogg

Mark Thompson

A Totally New Experience

Punk

vTny thing Goes

Larry Yarmaloff

and Greg Meahl

I Trevor Hoyt & Jamie Shea |

Max Penatration

tfa
Refusals

M Rob
Myers

I

The Shunt Power Hour of
Hate and Anger with
Bobo and friends

back to the future
It's a Lewiston
Dance Party w/
Doug Thornton
Clifford Lattanzio
Stephen Williams
Albert Pappas

coffeehouse with “Closet Blues,”
a piece he wrote this summer that
comically detailed the account of
this “thing” that lived in his
closet. Sunnny Mcneil ’90 opened
her act with a charming anecdote
of her childhood memory of being
lulled to sleep by her grand¬
mother. Her own lullaby in all of
(continued on page 15)
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A Tale of Human Compassion

A,

>.s a little kid, along with
your endeavor to be a fireman res¬
cuing helpless people from burn¬
ing buildings or your promise to
send all your liver and brussels
sprouts to the starving people in
far off lands, you also aspired to
collect all of the homeless people.
You saw them shivering on park
benches or stretching out their
hands to you and you decided that
it was your responsibility to take
them all home, give them food,
showers and clean clothes. In es¬
sence, to take care of them.
Aside from your mother veto¬
ing that idea with the celerity of a
simple two-letter word, you
couldn’t figure out how to go
about actually completing this
task.
As you grew older and began to
see things in a more practical light,
you realized that this was some¬
what of an impossibility, so you
resigned yourself to the fact that
you couldn’t really help although
you would like to.
The other day, I heard an intri¬
guing story about a guy and two
of his friends who set out to try to
help, if only in a small way.
It was Christmas eve last year,
and these three guys, a few years
after college, were meandering
about the streets of Boston. They
couldn’t helpwbut notice all of the
people bundled up under trees,

mummified in newspapers upon
park benches and begging for a
few cents. These people were un¬
able to take for granted the
warmth of a home, the content¬
ment of feeling satiated after a
meal, or the tranquility of a fam¬
ily.
These three young men decided
to spend their evening giving a bit
of their time to these people who
dotted the Boston streets and
parks. They went out and bought
loaves of bread, pounds of cheese,
buckets of mustard, and several
hams. They spent a few hours
making bags of sandwiches, then
set out on their winter endeavor.

Victoria Tilney
Not only did they perform an
altruistic deed, but they also
learned a great deal in so doing.
By some of the homeless, the
sandwiches were snatched up and
gobbled down. The reason for that
seems obvious. Hunger. But, in¬
terestingly enough, some of the
homeless would not accept any
sandwiches. The story teller said
he thought there were several rea¬
sons for that. He recalled one beg¬
gar who wouldn’t even engage in
eye contact with them. Perhaps he
was frightened. Perhaps he was
proud. He did not get up and walk
away, but he sent them away with
his lack of acknowledgement and
his silence.
Another homeless person

Penobscot Revisited
by Barbara Ginley
Reported

A,

.s a little girl I spent
countless hours with my friend
Sal. She led our adventures along
the northern coast of Maine; pick¬
ing blueberries, digging clams,
talking to the loons, and frolick¬
ing with black bears. The Sal, 1
speak of is a character from Rob¬
ert McCloskey’s children books,
One Morning in Maine, and Blue¬
berries for Sal. And, although I
am no longer that little girl, the
affection I had for Sal and for
McCloskey’s other stories has
never diminished. To this day
amongst the dictionaries, texts,
and notebooks that clutter my
desk sits three of my most cher¬
ished books, Make Way for Duck¬
lings, Burt Dow Deep Water Man,
and One Morning in Maine.
Two weekends ago, as 1 was
confronted with my unescapable
adulthood, celebrating my 20th
birthday, 1 paid Sal a long over¬
due visit. Venturing north with a
couple of friends to Penobscot
Bay I had the opportunity of
seeing where all of Sal’s adven¬
tures transpired. It was a bright
sunny morning as we strode the
hills into Buck’s Harbor. Upon
entering this minute village I was
greeted by some overly familiar
surroundings with Condon’s Garage on the right-hand side of the

road. To my dismay Mr. Condon
was not in, but the garage itself
stood as verification for my child¬
hood memory of being there with
Sal to have the outboard motor
repaired. From Buck’s Harbor we
travelled out to the isle of our des¬
tination, stopping along the way
however, to purchase a pint of the
infamous native blueberries, that
could indeed, have been picked by
Sal herself. At our spot along the
bay my friends and myself spent a
tireless weekend in the realm of
Robert McCloskey with the sea,
the air and the great bearing pines
of the islands.
Perhaps, my story sounds over¬
bearingly quaint in sentiment, but
the rejuvenation of once again
being with Sal reminded me that
it did not matter if I was live or
twenty-five, Sal and her blueber¬
ries would never disappear. For
they are preserved in the idyllic
scenery of Penobscot Bay, and
more importantly in the little girl
that will always remain deep in my
heart.
Sunday morning as we prepared
to leave our refuge I took one fi¬
nal walk with my friends. As we
strolled along the dock of the is¬
land’s cove, a lobster boat pulled
up and docked. To my surprise
and utmost delight the elderly man
who greeted us, with a sincere
“good morning,” was McCloskey
himself. And as he clambered
away I knew that my one morning
in Maine had come to lile

Anderson Performs
Organ Music
(continued from page 8)

play Mozart organ sonatas with
student musicians. The student
musicians are violinists Andrea
Johnson ’89 and Katherine Ad¬
ams ’89, as well as violist Bodin

Muschinski ’90, and cellist Ka¬
tharine Kretz ’90.
Starting on October 14, the
Noonday Concerts will be held in
the concert hall of the Olin Fine
Arts Building.

screamed at them thinking their
offering sandwiches was a means
to taunt him and to show off what
they were lucky enough to have.
The most heart-wrenching part
of the story was of one beggar who
stared up at them with seal-like
eyes when they offered him the
sandwich, then he took the sand¬
wich and kepi touching it as if it
were gold, which in a sense it was,
and whispered, “thank you” in a
cold, lonely voice. They walked
away to leave the man in peace,
but the story teller said the tone of
the beggar’s voice was the loneli¬
est sound he had ever heard, but
the surprise and the gratefulness
in it seemed to melt that loneliness
away. He said he’d never forget
the sound of it.
People can preach all they want
about things that should be done,
but never act. You cannot save
every person from every flaming
building, you cannot send all your
liver and brussels sprouts to the
starving people of far off lands,
and you cannot clothe, wash, and
feed every homeless person. But it
is refreshing to know that even in
a small and rather inconsequential
way, three people, out on Christ¬
mas eve, helped at least one per¬
son regain his faith in human
compassion.
Victoria L. Tilney is a columnist
for the Student.

A boston-based Face to Face rocked Commons last Saturday night.
Janti Bath photo. Schneider photo.
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Peace

and Justice

(continued from, page 1)

the audience through a spiritual
journey through the world of
drama and politics, according to
Reese.
William Sloane Coffin, of the
Riverside Church in New York
City, once led freedom rides
through the south. He will speak
after Bright Morning Star’s per¬
formance. “He is a very creative,
very fresh mind who is constantly
a spokesperson for third world
people,” said Stuart.
Wrapping up the day will be
Casselberry and Dupree, a selfdescribed “acoustic rasta feminist
duo” who play politically based
soul-type reggae songs.

Martial Arts
protection in the world” going
back some 5,000 years with “a lot
of its roots . . . from India.” Even
so it is basically a Chinese art that
he says is more than mere defen¬
sive techniques; it is “a training
for life.” Tai-Chi is such a broad
education because in addition to
learning historical and cultural as¬
pects, as well as physics in prac¬
tical applications, students learn
to pay attention to details and

most important visualize what
they are going to do. Also it is “a
good relaxation exercise for any¬
one” that has no physical or age
limitations. In addition, it is a
means of “conflict and/or stress
management.”
The advantage of Tai-Chi as an
exercise is that there is no
trauma—there is no physical stress
as in running. Some describe it as
“dry swimming” with its slow,
fluid motions that demand atten-
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“I think that the student body,
after hearing the speakers, will be
able to relate their own personal
lives to those that the speakers are
talking about,” said Reese.

The festival is the first major
event of its kind at Bates. In the
past there have been individual
In preparing for the upcoming speakers and films on human
Maine Festival for Peace and Jus¬ rights issues, but never such a cultice, the Campus Association in | mination of speakers and activi¬
their meeting on September 17 ties, according to Stuart.
In the event of rain, the festival
discussed plans for the festival and
will be held in the Cage, but “it’s
other events.
not going to rain,” Stuart assures.

BateStar panel fields alumnae inquiries. Bob Greene photo.

(continued from page 1)

past. The CA activities include the
Blood Drive, the fall weekend
barbecue, as well as other events.
Other planned events include
the upcoming plant sale and a re¬
ception for a limited number of
Bates students with President
Reynolds on November 6. Finally,
registration for the Little Brother
and Little Sister program began
September 15 and will continue
for the next few weeks.

tion to every detail, each move¬
ment of every muscle.
Whereas Tai-Chi is “as much
academic as a physical endea¬
vour,” said Jenkins, “Choices for
Women” is “purely physical.”
There is nothing of history or phi¬
losophy, rather it is a practical
course for women dealing with the
realities of the 20th century. The
title, “Choices,” is an anagram
for Creating Helpful Options In
Controlling Emergency Situa¬
tions. The course will cover three
areas: prevention and anticipa¬
tion, physical application, and the
legal aspects of self-protection.
Both courses will run five
weeks, meeting every Friday night,
starting October 24th.

The Festival for Peace and Jus¬
tice is to be held the weekend of
In addition to these scheduled
September 27 and is sponsored, in appearances, socially concerned
part, by the CA. Chaplain Rob groups from Bates and the sur¬
Stuart appeared at the meeting to rounding area will have informa¬
discuss the festival’s purpose— tional tables at the festival.
highlighting that which is occur¬
ring in the world in a human-rights
Tickets for the event cost $3 and
sense. The program of events will
range from talks and informal may be purchased at the entrance.
discussions concerning basic hu¬ Money from concessions and
man freedoms and suffering in the | ticket sales will go toward paying
world, to, on a lighter side, music, the speakers and musicians. Any
money left over will be donated to
refreshments and student talent.
the non-profit grodps which the
Also, a campus survey will be speakers represent, Reese says.
Reese, who says he is excited
mailed to all students which will
solicit responses and comments about the festival, hopes the event
will attract the entire student body.
concerning CA activities in the
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Bates Forum

Psychology Versus Reality of the Single Woman
The poor single woman of the
1980s is lonely, depressed and pit¬
iful. She lies awake nights listen¬
ing to her biological time bomb.
She’s probably destined to stay
single because men are either too
“threatened” by her accomplish¬
ments to approach her —or are
too inferior to measure up to her
even if they did.
True or false, that’s the impres¬
sion left by reports released over
the past year on single women in
America. The most widely known
one was the Harvard-Yale study
that made it to the cover of News¬
week last Spring. That study
found that never-married women
over 25 have a roughly 50%
chance of getting hitched. Women
over 40 have only a one to two
percent chance.
Newsweek called these statistics
“traumatic news” for women.
The story claimed that “within
days, the study, as it came to be
known, set off a profound crisis

among America’s growing ranks
of single women.”
Somehow, I don’t think so.
Neither does Janice Harayda,
author of The Joy of Being Single
and a recent article in the Wall
Street Journal.
Harayda argues for the falla¬
cious nature of two arguments
supporting the conclusions of the
Harvard-Yale study. First, that
single women are in “crisis” while
single men are not; and, second,
that many single women would be
happier married.
I know of several single men
who would say they are in crises.
In fact, evidence suggests that sin¬
gle men may have just as many (or
more) physical and psychological
problems as their female counter¬
parts. Researchers have argued
that, though single women may
talk more about their emotions,
single men manifest a greater
number of concrete signs of phys¬
ical and psychological distress.

Harayda cites studies which re¬
ported that single men are far
more likely than single women to
die as a result of homicide, car ac¬
cidents, explosions or fires, cir¬
rhosis of the liver, or suicide at¬
tempts. Unfortunately, I’m not a
psychologist and I’m unable to
closely scrutinize these studies.
But their findings, if accurate, are
indeed compelling.
Other findings that Harayda
cites show some single women to
be happier than married women.

Brad Wolansky
Jessie Bernard, in The Future of
Marriage, showed in ugly detail
the harmful effects of marriage on
many women. She cited studies
which showed married women
were three times more likely than
single ones to be “passive, pho¬
bic, and depressed.” Although
this work was done before the
women’s movement, and when the
majority of American women

Before Going JYA

Among the many opportunities Bates offers,
studying abroad is one of the most tempting and
most popular. Last year 89 students spent a year
or a semester abroad. Sixty-five have ventured
overseas this year. That number will undoubt¬
edly rise during winter semester.
Junior Year Abroad (JYA) and Junior Se¬
mester Abroad (JSA)- options tantalize- many
underclassmen. Rightfully so. It is, in most in¬
stances, a “once in a lifetime opportunity.” The
world will (hopefully) still exist after gradua¬
tion, but the magic of integrating as a foreign
student may not.
Of course, spending all or a portion of junior
year away does involve sacrifice. Grade point
averages cannot be boosted by transferred cred¬
its. Transferring credits itself can be tricky.
Technicalities aside, duplicating the quality of
a Bates education and the quality relationships
formed here is probably not possible either.
However, students opting to go JYA are seek¬
ing a different kind of education. It is an edu¬
cation that involves learning first hand about
the similarities and differences of another cul¬

ture; the nuances of meaning or just the basics
of another language; and about people, spe¬
cially oneself.
For those seeking this education, a few things
before grabbing a passport;
1. Be leeryoi programs. Especially in English
speaking countries, it is a better deal econom¬
ically and a more authentic experience to enroll
directly in a university. Students on programs
often get lumped together in American ghettos.
2. Don’t become limited to traditional JYA
destinations. Europe is flooded with American
college students. Opportunities exist to study
almost anywhere and in many forms.
3. With nearly one hundred returned JYA
students on campus, conversation is an excel¬
lent basis for research. Ask people about the
positive and negative aspects of their experi¬
ence.
Finally, ignore everyone’s advice. JYA or JSA
is a time for independent adventure. Be aware
of the pitfalls and pleasures and expect to dis¬
cover your own.
—- Stephanie Leydon

Creating Campus A wareness
“College is a time of exploration.” “College
is a time to better understand yourself.” “Col¬
lege is a time to grow.”
These are phrases which many of us have
heard before. They are common to us because
we are college students and are therefore most
relevant to our lives. As students, we are also
frequently faced with strings of questions like
these: “What do I want to study?”, “What do
I want to do with my life?”, and “What is really
important to me?” There are others, too, but
the most meaningful ones are those like the last
which concern our identity. Part of our job as
college students is to do our best to find an¬
swers to these questions and, in so doing, pre¬
sumably unravel the core of our own identity.
We hope to successfully answer them all,but,in
reality, we will probably spend some time strug¬
gling with questions like these.
Tomorrow an important event is scheduled to
take place on the Bates campus, one which is
particularly relevant to us as we begin to pose
these questions to ourselves. The Maine Festival
of Peace and Justice will be a celebration given
for and by people concerned with fundamental
human rights, social and economic justice, per¬

sonal freedom and international peace. The idea
for the festival was originated by a man who is
sensitive to the some of the questions facing
young people at Bates. It is his intention that
the festival “touch the positive instincts in all
of us” and, in so doing, stimulate a better sense
of awareness.
The festival program will feature musical art¬
ists and prominent speakers from various parts
of the country and, most importantly, will pro¬
vide students at Bates with an opportunity to
express their concern for world issues. It is a
well-known fact that the Bates student body is
frequently forced to bear the brunt of “apa¬
thy” criticism. The festival is a chance to prove
those accusations wrong and show concern.
And even if they don’t have strong opinions
about peace and justice, (which they should),
this is a chance to realize the true meaning of
some of those noteworthy phrases mentioned
earlier. Taking time to know yourself and grow
is an important part of “the college experi¬
ence” and taking some time to go to the Maine
Festival of Peace and Justice is one way of doing
it.
—Kerry Chiarello

were housewives, there are other
* In 1983, women living alone
studies completed within the past had a median income of $9,140,
five or six years that have, ac¬ while men living alone had one of
cording to Harayda, “affirmed $14,120.
that singleness is far from a
* In a recent survey of 1,314
scourge for women.”
never-married women, one in
The articles touting marriage as three women in their 20s had been
the ideal also failed to mention pregnant at least once. One in six
some of The other less attractive habitually risks pregnancy by en¬
realities of the married woman’s gaging in intercourse without con¬
life. Such as:
traceptives, and one in five did not
* 50% of all marriages end in begin using contraceptives until
divorce. If the woman remarries, after her first pregnancy.
57% of those marriages fail.
Don’t get me wrong—married
* One out of every two hus¬ life certainly can be fun, reward¬
bands will one day be unfaithful. ing, gratifying, enjoyable, etc. But
What’s truly sad is that while perhaps instead of casting so much
attention is being given to this light on studies which reinforce
questionable “problem” of not stereotypical, sexist attitudes,
finding Mr. Right, serious issues some of the popular media could
about the plight of the single further focus their attentions on a
woman are being ignored. Such few of the more truly pressing
as:
problems of the day.
* One out of every three house¬
Brad Wolansky is a columnist
holds receiving such benefits as for the Student who participated
food stamps or Medicaid is headed in the 1986 Sugarloaf/USA con¬
by a woman with children under ference: Gender Roles In Transi¬
18 and no husband present.
tion.
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Will Sox Broadcast Overseas?
It was around a year ago that I
started thinking about going
abroad my Junior year. As 1
looked into the possibility further,
I became more excited about
spending a year of my life in a for¬
eign country. I figured that it
would be the most fascinating and
enriching experience of my whole
life thus far, and hopefully it will
be. Learning about a new culture
and way of life will change me in
ways 1 don’t know as yet.
I was really looking forward to
going to England for the year
. . . 1 mean it.
Sure, I had a few second
thoughts, I’d have to sacrifice a
lot to go abroad. I wouldn’t see all
of my friends for close to a year.
I’d miss all those great parties at
Bates. I don’t think they sell Miller
beer over in the U.K. so I’d have
to live without that for a year.
Turning 21 won’t be a big deal
across the Atlantic. I wouldn’t be
able to have shepherd’s pie from
Commons until about September
of 1987 (though I may have some¬
one send me one.) George and

Helen Ladd’s studying palace
won’t be graced by my presence.
1 was really looking forward to
going JYA . . . that is, until cer¬
tain complications developed this
summer.
The last time this happened 1
was nine years old. 1 was really too
young to understand the signifi¬
cance of the event. My parents
were ecstatic about it happening
but I, being the naive youth that 1

John Lamontagne
was, wondered what all the fuss
was about. This kind of thing
happens every year, doesn’t it?
I learned that this phenomenon
that happened in 1975 was a pre¬
cious event-certainly not an an¬
nual ritual. 1 waited in eager an¬
ticipation for the next time it
would take place. 1 suffered
through the dissapointing year of
1977, the heartbreaking year of
1978, I thought back in 1979 and
1981 that this thing could occur
but I saw the chances fold before
my eyes and the eyes of New Eng¬
land.

1 lost faith that this splendid
happening would ever take place
in my lifetime. Yet, despite this
loss of faith, I always hoped that
maybe, just maybe, this year
would be the year. Even when I
wound up dissapointed I always
thought “maybe next year.”
“Next year” is finally here. I
won’t be in New England to wit¬
ness this event.
The Boston Red Sox are in first
place with a sizable lead on this
date, September 25, 1986. For the
first time since 1975 they will un¬
doubtedly make the playoffs, and
hopefully be in the World series.
I’ve been waiting 11 years for this.
The American League playoffs
begin October 7. 1 leave for Eng¬
land October 6.
I’m really looking forward to
going to the U.K. . . . really, 1
mean it. 1 just wish . . .
Jon Lamontgne is a columnist
for the Student and soon will be
abroad. He also thinks the Pa¬
triots will be in the Superbowl.
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Letters to the Editor

A ccuracy in Journalism
Accuracy please, let’s strive for
To the Editor:
Aha, so finally my suspicions accuracy in our journalism.
-Jenny Levison ’87
have been confirmed; the Student
has little or no basis for objective
journalism. What is the point of Editor’s Note:
The point of quad interviews is
roving reporter interviews if not
to represent a broad and accurate to survey a random sampling of
'pectrum of responses? In the people on a question pertaining to
September 18 issue, in answer to the Bates community. Your re¬
the question, “Is there an alcohol sponse was omitted not because of
problem at Bates?”, the Student a bias, but because of photogra¬
recorded a number of responses, phy problems. The negative of
all but one pointing to no alcohol your picture was of too poor a
problem, the exception being an quality to use. The Student apol¬
ambiguity. I too was interviewed ogizes for the exclusion of your
tor that issue, and as a point of response and thanks you for voic¬
fact of interest my answer was, ing it in this issue.
“yes.”
Ed.

STORE HOURS:

MON-WED 10-6
THUR-SAT 10-8
SUNDAY
12-5

&benefton
21 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
775-2380

Park & Shop Stamps
Available

CHC Gives Thanks
To the editor:
On September 20, 1986 the
Chase Hall Committee held its an¬
nual Alumni dance in Chase Hall.
The dance featured the nationally
known band “Face to Face” and
is considered to be a great success
by the members and officers of the
Chase Hall Committee.
This letter is to thank the many
people connected with Chase Hall,
and the Bates Crew Team, but es¬
pecially the many non-connected
people, who on a moment’s no¬
tice, helped with the clean-up re¬
sponsibilities in the Den, Mail-

room, Chase Lounge, Commons
and, especially, the band break
down. The work of the Chase Hall j
Committee could not be accom¬
plished without the help and suppprt of people like the ones at the
clean-up that Sunday morning.
The Chase Hall Committee
looks forward to supplying fun
social activities for the people of
the Bates campus throughout this
remaining semester, next semester
and short term. It could not be
done without your help and sup¬
port. Thank you.
-The Chase Hall Committee
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Education Can Continue Away From Bates
(continued from page 3)

are transferrable, whereas with
JYA C- is not accepted. Also, fi¬
nancial aid can go towards JYA
but not towards LOA.
As of this year, however, the
grade point average for JYA/JSA
acceptance has been lowered from
a 3.0 to 2.5, so now more students
will have the opportunity to be ac¬
cepted, Conrad said.
South American Study:
Jenny Branchflower ’87 took
LOA and went to Columbia,
South America for her junior year.
She studied in a university in Bo¬
gota, the capitol city.
“It was a really elitist school. It
wasn’t as difficult as Bates but it
was hard for me because I had to
learn a language at the same
time,” she said.
She said it was easy to pick up
her life again when she returned,
but she was surprised that nothing
had changed while she was gone.
A lot of people who take a year
off say it is hard to come back be¬
cause they feel like they don’t
know anybody. Branchflower says
she really only knew people in her
class, and older then her when she

SOME OF THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
WORK FOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.

was a sophomore, so now she is
meeting three years of people.
“But it’s really fun to have all
these people to meet and get to
know,” she said.
Her experience in South Amer¬
ica has increased Branchflower’s
political interest in Central and
South America. This year she and
John McAllister ’88, who also
spent his junior year in Bogota,
are co-coordinators of New World
Coalition and plan to head some
programs directed towards human
rights in Central and South Amer¬
ica.
Study at Sea:
In addition to taking a semester
off to go abroad, some people
take a LOA to go on programs like
Sea Semester and Mystic Seaport
Semester. Bruce Wilson ’87 went
to St. John, Virgin Islands with a
Marine Biology and Management
Program through the School of
Field Studies at Northeastern Uni¬
versity for second semester.
A
chemistry major, Wilson thought
it would be a nice change to study
biology and “a nice change of
scenery.”
For his zoology course, he
learned from traditional materials

and then took the exams under
water with scuba equipment. The
professor would point something
out and he would have to write on
a slate to identify the object.
“The trick if we didn’t know
what it was, was to breathe really
quickly and have to go up for air,”
said Wilson, laughing. There were
15 students and three professors
in the program. They were in an
isolated part of the island, 45 min¬
utes from town by road, and 15
minutes by boat.
He also took a course on the
history of the island, which was
really an anthropological. The
concept of “Island Time” on the
island particularly impressed Wil¬
son, he said.
“If you plan to meet someone at
5:00 and don’t get there until 7:00,
that’s okay. The attitude on the is¬
land is that the island is still going
to be there tomorrow,” he said.
The highlight of the semester,
Wilson said, was when the group
went to St. Thomas to see Jimmy
Cliff. He played for seven and a
half hours for 1500 people.

* .JSfidSS
Semester at Sea students spend time both on and off the ocean.
Photo courtesy Sea Education Assoc.

PART-TIME
HELP WANTED
Waiters, Waitresses

The Bates Student

Bartenders

Since 1873

—Flexible Hours—

Call: Larry Therrien

A Worthwhile Investment

783-5975 afternoons

informed. Interesting. Diverse

Sat. & Sun. 1:15 • 3:45
Wed. Matinee 1:15

Evenings
6:45 - 9:00

AIWA

Boston Acoustics)

EXTREMITIES B£T
B

FARRAH FAWCETT_I

DENON

IK 1

Sat. & Sun. Matinees
1:45 - 4:00

Evenings
7:00 • 9:15
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F^RkNakamichi
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start
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TOjUNMlTHt FLY
KENWOOD

CHI iS MINES
% C0t*T ST.
ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP
TEL. 782-0638

MON-SAT
SUN

AUBURN, ME.

10-5
NOON-5

20% DISCOUNT
students

Vintage Clothing Sale:
for bates
50% Off Whole Month of Oct!

wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone
to estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1980s
to the 1950s and other fine things from the past

I

($>OUi

Top Name Brands At
Rock-Bottom Prices*
Every day of the week at the Great Northern
Sound Outlet Store you’ll find super-discounted
prices on demonstrator, discontinued, open-box
and manufacturer-refurbished products. Top quality
stereo and video components from well respected
brands like Yamaha, ADS, Bans & Olufsen, Klipsch,
Alpine, Nakamichi, Snell, Kenwood and NEC.
Top name brands at rock-bottom prices.
New shipments arrive weekly. Stop in soon and save!

WEEKLY SPECIAL
Yamaha CD-3 Compact Disc Player
Wireless Remote Control
Regular Price $499.00
SALE PRICE $299.00

THE GREAT NORTHERN

i sound*
C

()

\1

l>

\

N

Y

W' ^

140 M
Main Street
Freeport, Maine
207-865-4134
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(continued from page 9)

“The Nativity” of 1504 and a later
work of 1525 “Susanna of Ba¬
varia”, wherein the viewer pro¬
pels himself into the meticulous
detailed scenes. Bucolic Dutch
landscape charms viewers in Rem¬
brandt’s etching and drypoint of
1650 “3 Gabled Cottages”. De¬
lacroix’s “A Turk Leading His
Horse” started in 1827 is striking
to the eye and mind, thanks to the
artist’s masterful manipulation of
vivid color and movement Pro¬
gressing through the well-planned
rooms, one is “introduced” to
Gray via associated portraits,
books and letters exhibited.
Finally, one arrives at the last
room filled with an impressive ar¬
ray of later masterpieces such as
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Head South Art Lovers

.lean Labourer’s romantic “Le
Balcon Sur La Mer” of 1923 or
Manet’s captivating watercolor
of 1864 entitled “Les Courses a
Longchamp”.
Just down the street, at the new
Sackler Museum, the exhibition
“Frankenthaler:Works on Paper,
1949-1984” offers a span of
works, from classic to a more ab¬
stract style, of one of America’s
leading post-war abstract paint¬
ers. Helen Frankenthaler was a
member of the New York group
which created much Abstract Expressionistic work. This exposi¬
tion, organized by the Interna¬
tional Exhibitions Foundation of
Washington, DC, presents more
than seventy of her works on pa¬
per, on loan from collectors na

tionwide.
Frankenthaler uses shelf-lining
paper, hotel stationery and card¬
board as her “paper” and exe¬
cutes her works with an equally
unique variation of media - lip¬
stick, nail polish and crayon. Such
creative melange makes for an un¬
imaginable play of colors and ex¬
tremes. Spontaneous and almost
melodic, the pieces are indepen¬
dent works of art in themselves.
“Almost August Series #1”
done by Frankenthaler in late July
of 1968 succeeds in capturing the
essence of a fading summer sea¬
son. “Eclipse”, finished in 1963,
and “Fiesta” of 1973 both glorify
nature’s ways, always in Frankenthaler’s pleasing and light-hearted,
but quite memorable style. This

exposition will lure visitors until
its dosing on October 26th when
it will tour museums throughout
the United States and Canada.
For full appreciation of these

SATO' WICH (SATO' WICH)
BRIT. (AFTER JOHN MOATAGIT
4TH. EARE OF SATOWICH (1718-92)
1. Two or more slices of bread with
other food as meat, cheese, or sa¬
vory mixture spread between them.

Coffeehouse A Success
(continued from page 9)

its sweetness was indeed a temp
tation to the thought of slumber.
The evening progressed with a
broad selection of songs from
Jenny Levison ’87 and Cindy Lev¬
ine ’87, together they presented a
handful of material they had writ¬
ten over the past summer. Perhaps
the most entertaining number was
one that Levison was introduced
to by a hippie at a country fair in
Oregon. Two solo performances
that reflected a tremendous
amount of musical talent were
performed by Erica Rowell ’87
and Jen Rossiter ’89. Both of their
songs, Erica’s untitled, and Jen’s
“Hidden,” were obvious signs of
two very talented musicians.
Making his debut appearance on
the coffeehouse scene was John
DiModica ’87 , who pleased the

crowd with a Billy Bragg number,
and is to be commended for his
fine first performance.

Overall the coffeehouse was
full of good music and entertain¬
ment.

We have a dozen speciality
sandwiches plus unlimited
other combinations!
Stop by for our menu.

dtekt.
Fine food. wine A* kitchenware.
316 Center St., Rt. 4, Auburn
_ 783-6063

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T’s weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don’t buy textbooks when “Monarch Notes” will do
just fine.

Men’s
X-Country

c) Save 40% off AT&T’s weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.
d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.

(continued from page 7)

hosts the NESCAC (New England
Small College Athletic Confer¬
ence) Championships on October
11, Parents’ Weekend. “This
honor is a real tribute to the cross¬
country team and to Bates in gen¬
eral,” says Slovenski.

e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you’re like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That’s why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T’s day rate on calls during
s weekends
^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
i (to 8 am, Jr Sunday through Friday.
•
jf
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you’ll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can help_save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won’t have tohang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, atTSOO 222-03©-

Dear LSAT
lifesaver,
(Excerpts from actual letters*
Stanley H. Kaplan has received
from satisfied LSAT-prep takers.)
".. . I was quite pleased when
1 received my score (99th per¬
centile). I am certain that I
would not have done that well
without taking the Stanley H.
Kaplan course."
—Student from Gainesville, FL
“.. .Thank you! I was hoping
to score close to the 90th per¬
centile, but that was a dream.
Well, thanks to Stanley H.
Kaplan, that dream has come
true."
—Student from Seattle, WA
Kaplan has more “over 40"
LSAT grads than any one any¬
where. So if you want the best
and most experienced in test
prep—call Kaplan today!
•IF YOU'D LIKE TO READ MORE LETTERS LIKE THESE,
COME VISIT US

1KAPLAN

AT&T

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

LSAT & GMAT

The right choice.

CLASSES
CALL (617)244-2202

two expositions, do not miss the
excellent guided tours given daily
by vivacious docents at 1:00 p.m.
at the Sackler and at 2:00 p.m. at
the Fogg. Enjoy!!!

> 1986 AT&T
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How Do You Think Lewiston-Bates Relations
Could Be Improved?
by Bob Greene
Photo Editor

Mahvash Hassan ’90
We both have to make an effort.
We need to show them that we
don’t have any hostility toward
them.

Patrick Snowman ’87
One thing might be to have better
advertising with the Lewiston-Au¬
burn area of campus-wide events,
such as club sponsored lectures
and speeches.

John Kelsey, Associate Professor
of Psychology
A lot of people in the community
view Bates as a hostile place. We
need to get1 students involved in
the community in non-employ¬
ment settings. It takes a lot of ef¬
fort. There are lots of volunteer
organizations to use.

Clara Zone ’89
I’m not sure much more can be
done. We already do a lot, such as
the Big Brother / Big Sister pro¬
gram. A lot of the students don’t
have the time or the way to get
into Lewiston. There isn’t alot in
Lewiston to attract us besides
Zayre and Shop and Save.

Joe Dever ’89
I would think through the new
Olin Arts Center. It should be a
whole new community resource
for the whole area, not jyst the
college.

If everyone over 50 had
colorectalcancer checkups,
the cure rate could be 75%.
Call us.

I

<MISTER

'AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

★★★★★★★★★★★★★I

•BAGEL
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“We Bake ’em Best”

BAREFOOT TRADER
FAMOUS BRAND MENS-LADIES CLOTHING

20% TO 40% BELOW OTHER STORES

WITH THIS VRL-PflK. COUPON

MARKETPLACE MALL

675 MAIN ST. LEW

WITH THIS VRL-PflK. COUPON

feu
BUV ONE SANDWICH
GET ONE FREE

I
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OFFICE ' SERVICES

Cxpircs Oct. 31,1986

376 MAIN ST., LEWISTON

QUALITY TYPING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICES/

BAGELS
CREAM CHEESE
No Purchase Necessary
Expires Oct. 31, 1906

Market Place Mall
Main'Street, Lewiston.

RESUMES • COVER LETTERS • THESES

24 HOUR SERVICE

12 varieties of fresh baked bagels
7 varieties of whipped cream cheese
The original pizza bagel
The world famous bagel dog.
Kosher style deli meats
Fresh-baked croissants & gourmet cookies
Breakfast and lunch specials daily
Great coffee and pastries!

COMPLETE SELECTION OF;
BEERS BAR BOTTLES CASE PRICES
CHEESES COFFEES WINES BREADS
• Call in orders anytime
• Only one mile away
• 10% off on non-sale food items
with a Bates I.D.

OPEN EVERY DAY 6 AM UNTIL CLOSING

782-0066

-AT THE MARKETPLACE675 Main St., Lewiston, Maine 783-6312
88888888i

,Y-:

Choose From Corned Beef, Roost Beef, Baked Horn,
Turkey Breast, Postromi, Salami, Bologna. Uvenuurst,
Chicken Solod, Cgg Salad, Tuna Solod, Chopped Herring
Chicker
Solod Or Chopped Liver On 11 Vorieties Of Bogels
Solo
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